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Chamber Singers
Concert Choir
Graceland Harmonium
Jazz Band

Marching Yellowjackets
Musical Pit Orchestra
Orchestra
Percussion Ensemble

Steel Deal Caribbean Pan 
   Ensemble
Symphonic Band

Students perform in the beautiful Carol Hall, 
a 120-seat recital hall, and the Shaw Family 
Auditorium, a 550-seat proscenium stage 
that plays host to all Graceland ensembles, 
as well as international touring artists. In 
addition to performance spaces, the Shaw 

Center has abundant rehearsal and class-
room spaces for music students to hone their 
craft, as well as a dedicated music tech-
nology lab, outfitted with the most current 
software and hardware for music composition 
and production.

ProMusica 
A limited number of these prestigious 
awards are given to outstanding students 
majoring in music. These awards are annu-
ally renewable for up to four years.

Music Performance 
awards are available to students from any 
major who perform in one or more ensem-
ble. These awards are annually renewable 
for up to four years.

Check out our website for audition information.

ENSEMBLES

FACILITIES

SCHOLARSHIPS

THEIR CHANCE TO SHINE 

THEIR STAGE TO PLAY ON 

REWARDING EXCELLENCE

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Melinda Leoce, MM
MUSIC DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR
Melinda.Leoce@graceland.edu | 641.784.5275

www.graceland.edu/music
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IMTA Statement of Philosophy

IMTA Statement of Function

IMTA Magazine 

MTNA Founding and Purpose

Membership 
IMTA/MTNA membership year:
July 1 through June 30. 
MTNA National  
membership dues: $81.00 
Active Iowa IMTA dues: $40.00 
MTNA Senior  
70 years or older: $61.25
Iowa Senior dues 65 or older: $15.00 
MTNA Collegiate  
membership dues: $19.00 
Iowa Collegiate Student  
member dues $5.00
Collegiate Membership is open 
to all college music students who 
are also members of  an affiliated 
state association and a collegiate 
chapter if  available. Collegiate 
membership runs October 1 
through September 30. 
A six-month/trial membership is 
offered to individuals meeting 
active membership criteria who 
have never been MTNA members. 
The six-month/trial membership 
runs from January 1 through June 30. 
Contact Us  
Contact a local association president at: 
iamta.org/local-associations.php 
and experience valuable meetings and 
networking opportunities.
Please contact MTNA at  
(888) 512-5278 or (513) 421-1420 
for further member information. 

Official Publication of  the  
Iowa Music Teachers Association
Affiliated with The Music  
Teachers National Association
Advertising contact: 
imtaadvertising@gmail.com
Submit articles and photos to: 
imtainformation@gmail.com

The Iowa Music Teachers Association, reflecting the tradition of  Music Teachers National 
Association, is dedicated to a practical role of  artistic service in our society. Through activities 
involving students, merchants and patrons as well as music teachers, the Iowa Music Teachers 
Association promotes professional standards in music and fulfills its dedication to cultural 
leadership. To explore the Iowa Music Teachers Association online, visit www.iamta.org.

The function of  The Iowa Music Teachers is to reflect the philosophy of  the Iowa Music 
Teachers Association; to serve as a vehicle of  communication for its members to their state 
officers, expressing their attitudes and needs; to inform the subscribers and membership of  
events and ideas; to report musical activity in the state; and to stimulate and encourage active 
interest participation, and support for the Iowa Music Teachers Association as it maintains its 
role of  leadership in the state of  Iowa. 

The Iowa Music Teachers Association is a non-profit organization. Magazine subscriptions are 
mailed automatically to members. Non-member subscriptions are $25.00 per year to include 
three issues of  The Iowa Music Teacher magazine and one newsletter. Single copies are $8.00; 
sample copies furnished to prospective members without charge. The Iowa Music Teachers 
is not a registered copyright publication. Members have permission to reprint anything 
contained herein unless there is a specific notice of  copyright appended to the article or 
portion of  an article. For further information concerning the magazine, request information at 
imtainformation@gmail.com.

In 1876, Theodore Presser and 62 of  his colleagues founded Music Teachers National 
Association with the purpose of  advancing the value of  music study and music making to 
society while supporting the careers and professionalism of  music teachers. Today with more 
than 20,000 members, MTNA is a vibrant and powerful professional alliance with members 
reaping the rewards of  collaboration, continuity and connection throughout the lifetime of  
their music teaching careers. MTNA/IMTA Active Membership is available to any individual 
professionally engaged in a music activity who is also a member of  an affiliated state association. 
Active members enjoy all benefits of  membership and are entitled to participate in all MTNA 
activities, vote and hold office. 
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| IMTA PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE |

Cyndie Caruth, NCTM
imtapresident@gmail.com

P

IMTA President

reparation for a final message made 
me wonder how often each of  us has 
said, “I’m too busy”? Individually, we 

struggle with that unique balance of  personal 
space, spiritual commitment, family time, 
teaching hours, research and volunteer time. 
It’s no secret that we can quickly become 
overwhelmed. 

As my term as president with IMTA comes 
to a close, (doing the happy dance) I am in 
some ways sad. In spite of  being “too busy”, 
it has proven to be a richly rewarding learning 
experience, incomparible to my term of  ten 
years ago. 

I immersed myself  on July 1, 2017, hoping for 
the best. I admit that I had been a little relaxed 
in my past board meeting attendance. Getting 
up to speed included many conversations and 
questions directed to Jason who provided 
crucial information. I began with several new 
objectives after reading numerous emails and 
noting input from members.

As a board, our most lofty goal was to 
construct a more user-friendly website and 
a simpler registration process for festivals, 
scholarships, auditions and conferences. What 
was developed over the last year may not be 
perfect, but we are continuously working 
to make it more efficient. We hope to have 
all online forms involving financials and 
reporting as fillable pdf  files available this fall. 
We value everyone’s input!

The next goal was realized when the repertoire 
list became searchable. The ability to search is 
an immense time-saver. Yes, there are small 
unavoidable errors, so please communicate 
those to Suzanne Torkelson and myself  so 
we can continue to keep an accurately revised 
master list to be posted each July. 

It was our hope to communicate with our 
locals in a more meaningful way. Sharon 
Jensen and I asked each local president to 
submit a short bio and their vision for their 
association. Virginia Garnjobst also surveyed 
our locals and has provided some interesting 
findings included in this issue. No matter how 
small or large, each local is essential to provide 
musical outreach in all areas throughout Iowa.

Increasing our membership numbers 
continues to prove challenging. With many 
members retiring, our target is to provide 
continued value to everyone. The good news 
is there seems to be a wonderful sense of  

belonging from many of  our new or younger 
members. Our future is in good hands. 
IMTA’s statistics are parallel to the nationwide 
numbers. Unfortunately, retiring members 
affect numbers in every state. We value our 
retirees and hope they remain associated 
with IMTA by occasionally offering valued 
expertise to our younger generation of  
teachers. Your senior membership renewal 
still offers benefits so you can easily stay 
connected through our magazine and website 
at a reduced rate. Please note that our IMTA 
Senior 65+ dues are only $15 per year and 
the MTNA dues at age 70+ are also reduced 
substantially. At $15, state membership is far 
less than our magazine subscription alone!

Ultimately, our magazine has taken a new 
direction. Robin Doty, IMT graphics designer 
offers brilliant insight and a freshness that 
was much needed. It also allows the magazine 
editor to contact advertisers and members for 
submissions without the impending stress of  
formatting each issue. Following this term as 
president, I am anxious to continue in July as 
Information Editor so that advertising, magazine 
articles and website updates can be tracked 
efficiently and seamlessly.

This message should not conclude without 
recognizing and expressing genuine 
appreciation to the people who dedicated 
their time to our organization throughout the 
last two years.

Jason Sifford Immediate Past President: 
Not only have you been a great mentor, you 
were always there to fill me in if  I missed the 
mark. Of  course you will always be referred 
to as the IMTA bouncer! Thank you for all 
you’ve done to make this a much smoother 
transition than I originally anticipated. 

Julie Bond, you are on the ball! Let it be 
known that we significantly modified Julie’s 
role as membership chair so the mentor chair 
and president were updated monthly with 
new members, changes in addresses, and 
communications. The website created new 
challenges and she rose to the occasion!

Allison Chenoweth has been a wonderful 
volunteer for many years. What would 
auditions be without you? You stand firm 
and understand the purpose and history of  
our competitions. This year marks 60 years 
of  IMTA auditions. We’ve come a long way! 

Continued on next page
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Thanks also to Amber Riggenbach who works alongside Allison 
and will be moving into the State Chair position in July. What a 
perfect and enjoyable team you two make. Thank you both for 
“owning” this significant and challenging job.

Dr. Sharon Jensen, Local Associations Chair: There are no 
words. Sharon was charged with most of  the communication 
concerning locals. She kept fabulous records and worked 
to acknowledge our locals and their value. We were always 
figuring out how we could recognize and enhance the status of  
the “backbone” of  IMTA. She urged all to become officially 
affiliated with MTNA and regularly update their bylaws. Thank 
you for your excellent work ethic and your ability to follow 
through!

Carroll Caruth, Treasurer: My husband hated that along 
with the nominating committee, we were losing sleep over 
the treasurer’s search. He finally jumped in only to discover 
he actually enjoys his position. After modifying what he 
inherited, together we created spreadsheets that track all of  
our audition and festival activities and numbers clearly. He has 
enjoyed getting to know each one of  you and we are thankful 
he volunteered for such a monumental position. IMTA is not 
only financially sound, but he is always looking for avenues to 
better invest in our members, our future organization, and our 
students. Even though some days he is referred to as “Rage 
Over a Lost Penny”, his books always balance perfectly!

Elisa Cooper and Sherri Lauritsen, Recording Secretaries 
past and present. Thank you for sending out our board meeting 
minutes immediately and your willingness to make necessary 
changes. You both made meetings stress-free. These secretarial 
wizards never missed a thing even when we tended to wander 
off  topic.

Dr. Nicholas Roth and Sarah Robinson, Members at-large: 
Although the workloads in your positions aren’t demanding, 
your role and input at meetings is vital. Your representation of  
the Collegiate and Independent teacher balances our quorum 
and everyone is pleased you both wish to remain on the board. 
Accept our gratitude as you continue to support the governing 
body of  IMTA for the 2019-21 term.

Dr. Charles Schmidt, Foundation: High five for bringing 
amusement and charisma to Foundation. If  Charlie could visit 
every local monthly, we could acquire quite the funds! Yes, he 
was tricked into this position, but I knew it would be a fitting role.

Rachel McCoy served dual roles as Conference Chair and 
State Festivals Chair. She jumped in and made it work. She is 
a shining example of  the young teacher who has it all, working 
several jobs, raising a young family, AND still finding a love for 
volunteering. Rachel has gathered a noble group of  clinicians 
and presenters for the IMTA conference, June 2-4! 

When asked if  we might combine Collegiate Chapter Chair 
and Collegiate Faculty Forum, Dr. Marian Lee didn’t hesitate 
to say yes. She is still hoping to revive some of  our student 
chapters as well as recognize the importance of  certification for 
all. We applaud your continued efforts.

Mentor Chair, Joan Hopkins, as you know is very calm, but 
upholds her inner tiger! Joan works tirelessly in the midst of  

Continued from previous page

Continued on next page

Featuring internationally acclaimed artists  
performing on the YAMAHA CFX concert grand.  
Celebrating Drake’s efforts to purchase 70 new  

Yamaha pianos for the Music Department.

Oct. 8:   
Silvan Negrutiu 
Millikin University

Nov. 26:   
Nicholas Roth 
Drake University

Feb. 11:   
Quentin Kim 
Pusan National University

Mar. 25:   
Thomas Rosenkranz  
UMKC

Apr. 29:   
James Giles  
Northwestern University

All concerts 7:30pm 
in Sheslow Auditorium 
FREE ADMISSION
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her sweet disposition. She welcomes new members with grace 
as she steps in to answer questions. She also volunteered to 
become a mid-term local association president for FDAMTA 
in their time of  need. For someone who is hoping to lighten her 
load, she remains imperative to the organization.

Dr. Janci Bronson, Technology Chair is incredibly 
knowledgeable. Her informative articles are so useful to our 
members. Every article is online and Janci always finds the latest 
and greatest tools to keep us in this century. We are thankful for 
your organizational skills and your goal to keep all of  us a little 
more tech savvy. You always make it seem easy!

Diane Smith, Historian and State MTNA Chair manages 
everything without incident. Diane is always available and 
willing to discuss anything and never sees a phone call as an 
intrusion. Thank you for always supporting other members and 
for being the expert you are as the MTNA competitions chair. 
We can count on her and her committee members to make the 
competition weekend run flawlessly.

Doris Swanson, Ethical Concerns: We are grateful to you 
and your team for being there when necessary. Our members 
feel comfortable calling you and you always offer the voice of  
reason. Thank you for generously serving IMTA over the years.

Jeanette Hinkeldey, Theory Chair: Kudos for all the 
tremendous work. Revising and proofing is no easy task. We 
appreciate you and your committee who serves the IMTA 
teachers and their students in auditions. We couldn’t have a 
successful auditions day without your team.

Certification Chair, Linda Allebach: Folks, now is the time 
to become certified! We always knew Linda had enthusiasm, 
but her sincere affection for professionalism is astounding. 
After many conversations with her, I realize we are in the best 
of  hands. She is not only passionate about certification, she 
wants to share her success story and offer advice to all new 
applicants. Linda- you are a breath of  fresh air!

Ian Moschenross, Former Certification Chair: Thank you 
for getting the ball rolling. Everyone in IMTA hopes once the 
many demands on your time has shifted, you will return to our 
board. You have so much to offer!

Scholarship Chair, Dr. Ted Reuter: No one could energize 
our scholarship auditions more. Your experience with advanced 
students and your promotion of  this program is so successful. 
Ted has not only been devoted to this position, but remains a 
most valuable board member. He never hesitates to consider 
all angles when problem solving is necessary at our meetings. 
Thank you for your continued service to IMTA.

Dr. Richard Steinbach, Commissioning Chair: 
WHOOSH…the minute an email is sent, one can expect 
a most cheerful, speedy reply. You are the perfect person 
to be commissioning chair! Pleading for information is 
unnecessary; he always obliges well before a deadline. He has 
included recordings and free downloads on the website so our 
commissioned works are not forgotten. We go way back, (since 
his time at Iowa State) and won’t mention how many years ago 
he judged his first festival with my students! Thank you for 
being such an inspiration all these years.

Dr. Suzanne Torkelson, Repertoire Chair is so much more 
than just the repertoire lady! However, if  you’ve ever followed 
Suzanne around at a National Conference probing for new 
repertoire, you would be exhausted! It was remarkable to 
shadow her steps a few years ago. She knows what is on that 
massive list right off  the top of  her head. Suzanne, you have 
taken Iowa to new levels. As one of  our members said in a 
presentation, “There are so many great things about IMTA, but 
the searchable repertoire list is your crowning achievement.” 

Thank you seems inadequate to you and your team. The hours 
and years of  dedication to this evolving repertoire list cannot 
be repaid.

Amber Riggenbach, Webmaster: Thank you so much for 
your input and assistance with the website. We had to go 
through every form from the previous site and you helped 
us stay organized. We wish you well as you step into the State 
Auditions Chair position. Truly, you are a gem!

Donita McCoy, Parliamentarian: Thank you for attending 
the board meetings and effectively getting us back on track 
when we wander. We have many reasons to express our thanks, 
but most obvious is your continued readiness to lend a hand.

Thanks also to Dr. Luke Tyler, Donald Beattie, Sherri 
Nicholson, Nicole Green and Amy Jo Wrobel for their 
efforts with the magazine. We are excited to experience a new 
chapter and your past hours of  service are most appreciated.

Thanks to MANY volunteers who serve as Local Association 
Presidents. (Please read about them in this issue.) Our Local 
Presidents deserve praise along with their respective local 
recording secretaries, treasurers and countless volunteers who 
are always ready to pitch in. We also applaud the various IMTA 
local auditions and festival chairs and volunteers. IMTA 
events are impossible without you!

They say volunteering ends loneliness as it inspires socializing, 
improves self-esteem, increases longevity, adds fun to life, 
provides you with better job possibilities and even helps you 
age more gracefully. (Age gracefully? I’ll volunteer twice as 
much!)

To each and every one of  you, your service to IMTA will have 
a long-lasting impact on the many members, patrons, students, 
supporters of  IMTA, and the arts in Iowa. If  anyone was 
overlooked, it was unintentional. On a personal note, I am 
humbled to be among incredible people whose knowledge and 
support makes all things a possibility.

Finally Linda Benson, you are going to be amazing as IMTA 
President. You will guide with resolve, confidence and kindness. 
Thank you for your friendship and your willingness to lead 
IMTA in a positive direction.

I am indebted to all of  YOU for not being “too busy” and for 
enriching my life. I look forward to seeing everyone in Lamoni 
at the IMTA State Conference on June 2-4!

Gratefully, 
Cyndie Caruth, IMTA President 2017-2019

Continued from previous page
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Have you registered for the  
2019 State Conference yet? 
The Southern Iowa MTA along with the Fort Dodge Area MTA and  
Graceland University are excited to invite you to the 2019 State Conference 
in Lamoni from June 2-4. The community of Lamoni has a population of 
approximately 2200, including college students. Yet Graceland University 
boasts the beautiful Shaw Center which houses the music, theater, and  
arts departments and is the regional performing arts hub. You may  
want to consider coming early for the Junkin’ on Jefferson weekend  
May 31-June 2 along the Jefferson Highway (Hwy 69) or staying after the 
conference to visit the Amish country stores and historic Liberty Hall. 

Because of Lamoni’s small but mighty size, there are not many fast food 
options. We have arranged for Graceland to cater all of our meals to the 
Shaw Center making it unnecessary to leave campus during the day. A free 
shuttle will be provided from the University to off-campus accommodations, 
or you can drive the short distance to the campus and park for free right 
next to the Shaw Center.

The Cobblestone Inn is new in town and we have blocked all the rooms 
for the conference. When booking your room, please mention that you 
will be attending the IMTA Conference so you can receive the discounted 
rate. We have also blocked some rooms at the Super 8. Both places serve 
complimentary breakfast in the morning. 

A third housing option is available on campus in the women’s dorm. All 
rooms have A/C and free WiFi, but you will need to bring your own linens 
(bedding and towels). If you choose the dorm option, breakfast will be served 
in the Shaw Center, but you need to mark on your registration that you would 
like breakfast.

Joining us from California will be Guest Artist, Frank Lévy. He is a Professor of 
Piano at San Jose University School of Music and Dance and has performed in 
concert all around the world. Also joining us will be Guest Clinician, Dr. Kevin 
Olson, who has composed hundreds of books and solos published by FJH 
Music Company and is a member of the piano faculty at Utah State University. 
Both gentlemen will be presenting at the conference as well as coaching 
students in master classes.

We look forward to seeing you in June!

Registration available in this magazine or iamta.org/conferences

Deadline, May 1, 2019

2019 IMTA State Conference

Invitation
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Dr. Kevin Olson 
Guest Artist
Kevin Olson is an active 
pianist, composer, and 
member of the piano faculty 
at Utah State University, 
where he has taught 
courses that include piano 
literature, music theory, 
aural skills, accompanying, 
piano pedagogy, rock and 
roll history, and private 

instruction in piano and composition, among others. In addition to 
his collegiate teaching responsibilities, Kevin is a faculty advisor for 
the Northern Chapter of Utah Music Teachers Association and the 
Utah State University Youth Conservatory. Before teaching at Utah 
State, he was on the faculty at Elmhurst College near Chicago and 
Humboldt State University in northern California.

A native of West Jordan, Utah, Dr. Olson began winning composition 
contests at age five. When he was twelve, his composition, An 
American Trainride, received the Overall First Prize at the 1983 
National PTA Convention at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Since then 
he has been a Composer in Residence at the National Conference 
on Keyboard Pedagogy, and has written music commissioned and 

Frank Lévy 
Guest Artist
Pianist Frank Lévy has 
been hailed by audiences 
and critics alike as an 
artist of rare poetic 
insight and communicative 
powers. A prize-winner 
in the Leeds and Clara 
Haskil international piano 
competitions, Frank Lévy 
has an international career 
as a recitalist performing 

on many of the world’s great stages, including the Avery Fisher Hall 
and Carnegie Hall in New York City, Queen Elizabeth Hall in London, 
Gusman Hall in Miami, Royce Hall in Los Angeles, The Gardner Hall in 
Salt Lake City, Teatro Municipal in Santiago, Chile, Xinghai Concert 
Hall in Guangzhou, China, the National Centre for the Performing 
Arts, China, and the Stadthaussaal in Winterthur.  He has performed 
under the batons of Louis Langrée, Mehli Mehta, Paul Dunkel, David 
Josefowitz, Libi Lebel, Cornelia Kodkani-Laemmli, Ya-Hui Wang, 
Martin Stüder and other conductors.

Mr. Lévy is recording the complete piano works of Schubert and 
Brahms for the Canadian label, Palexa. In 2018, Frank Lévy recorded 
the complete Brahms Sonatas for piano and violin with violinist 
Bin Huang. In 2014, Frank collaborated on recording the complete 
works of Chopin for MusOpen. Frank Lévy’s recordings and live 
performances have been broadcast by WQXR in New York City, the 
BBC in London, the RSR in Switzerland, the CBC in Canada and the 
Shanghai TV in China.

Frank Lévy is Professor of Piano at San Jose State University 
School of Music and Dance and the Co-Chair of the Young Pianist’s 
Beethoven Competition of the American Beethoven Society. 
Award-winning teacher, Frank Lévy served on the piano faculty 
of the Juilliard School Pre-College Division (1995-2008) and the City 
University of New York Graduate Center (2008-2014). In the summers 
of 2014, 2016 and 2017, Frank was Artist/Teacher at Semper Music 
Festival in Italy. Frank Lévy is regularly invited to teach and perform 
at the International Keyboard Institute and Festival in New York, 
Beijing International Music Festival and Academy in China, the White 
Nights International Piano Festival in St.Petersburg, Russia, the 
Chopin Festival in Switzerland and the Dorothy Taubman Festival 
in New Jersey. 

Mr. Lévy’s recent appearances include solo recitals in Santiago (Chile), 
Rio De Janeiro (Brazil), Beijing and Guangzhou (China), St. Petersburg, 
Russia, Kuala Lumpur, Geneva (Switzerland), Montreal, New York 
City, San Francisco, Ames, San Jose, Miami, Houston, San Diego, 
Berkeley, Palo Alto and Stanford.  Frank Lévy has given numerous 
lectures, lecture-recitals and master classes at universities, 
conservatories and music festivals around the world. His recent 
lectures include “The Art of Practicing: From Concept to Sound,” 
“From the Fortepiano to the Fazioli”, “Schubert and the Suspension 
of Time,” “Musical Offerings for a Monument: Masterpieces by 
Beethoven, Liszt and Schumann,” “Practicing Piano Creatively” and  

2019 IMTA State Conference

Clinician & 
Guest Artist

“The School of Piano: 
Understanding the Interaction 
between the Piano Mechanism 
and the Human Body.”  In 2014-
17, Frank Lévy gave a series of 
concerts titled “Musical Journeys 
for Children and Families” for the Palo 
Alto Jewish Community Center. 

Frank Lévy, who grew up in Switzerland, entered the Geneva 
Conservatory at the age of fifteen and earned the bachelor’s and 
master’s degrees studying with renowned pianist and pedagogue 
Louis Hiltbrand, and the doctorate in performance studying with 
Maria Tipo.  After winning the Kiefer-Hablitzel Prize, Frank Lévy went 
to study with Leon Fleisher at the Peabody Conservatory, from 
where he received the Artist Diploma.  He studied collaborative piano 
with Samuel Sanders and Margo Garrett in the Professional Studies 
Program at the Juilliard School, where he also worked with Emanuel 
Ax.  Mr. Lévy also studied with Vlado Perlemuter in Paris, Dorothy 
Taubman in New York, Maria Curcio, Radu Lupu and Murray Perahia 
in London. 

Frank Lévy lived in New York City for over 20 years. In 2011, the 
Lévy family moved to Sunnyvale, California and now includes three 
children. For more information about Frank’s upcoming concerts, 
please visit his website www.franklevy.com. 

Kevin Olson’s bio continues
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2019 IMTA State Conference

Presenters
& Performers

performed by groups such as 
the American Piano Quartet, 
Chicago a cappella, the 
Rich Matteson Jazz Festival, 

International Music Syndicate, 
Music Teachers National 

Association, the Festival for 
Creative Pianists, and numerous piano 

teacher associations around the country.  Kevin is in demand as a 
clinician, giving workshops and performances around the country 
and internationally, most recently as an invited judge, performer, 
and clinician at the MusiQuest Piano Festival in Pune, India, the 
Great Britain Choral Festival, and the Xi’an International Choral 
Festival in China.

Kevin maintains a large piano studio, teaching students of a variety 
of ages and abilities. Many of the needs of his own piano students 
have inspired hundreds of books and solos published by the FJH 
Music Company, which he joined as a writer in 1994.

Dr. Suzanne Torkelson is Professor of Piano 
at Wartburg College, as well as Director of 
the Tower School of Music, a program of pre-
college students studying with Wartburg’s 
student teachers. As past president of the 
Iowa Music Teachers Association (IMTA) and 
Repertoire Chairperson for the state of Iowa, 
she is actively involved in the professional field 
of piano pedagogy. She is a frequent speaker 

in the areas of piano performance and pedagogy and has received 
Master Teacher Certification from both MTNA and IMTA. During her 
many years as Iowa’s Repertoire Chair, she published five editions 
of the IMTA Syllabus Repertoire List, as well as reviews of new 
music in the Iowa Music Teachers Magazine. Dr. Torkelson spent the 
2016-2017 academic year on sabbatical, finishing the last of the eight 
levels of Etudes with Technique© series for FJH Music, and working 
in London at the Royal Academy of Music. She has served MTNA at 
all levels, most recently as West Central Division Director and on the 
national board of directors. 

Teresa Rose is an e-commerce business 
owner, coach, and entrepreneur. She received 
her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in music 
education from the University of Northern 
Iowa where she also co-founded the UNI 
Community Music School. She has taught in 
both public and private sectors for 16 years 
(12 with the CMS program). Today, you can 
find her creating courses, coaching other 

business owners, managing marketing for companies, speaking at 
conferences, or being interviewed in various podcasts and online 
shows. Her passion of music has now grown into a passion for 
helping other fellow business owners and entrepreneurs around the 
world.

Kevin Olson’s bio continued
Allison Chenoweth is originally from 
Ottumwa, Iowa, where she was active in band, 
orchestra, choir, jazz band, and piano from a 
young age. In the summer of 1996, she toured 
Europe with Iowa’s Ambassadors of Music, 
playing clarinet in the band. After high school, 
she attended Cornell College in Mt. Vernon, 
Iowa where she earned a Bachelor’s degree in 
both Music and Anthropology in 2002.

While at Cornell, Allison continued participation in band, choir, 
and also joined Pandemonium, the steel drum ensemble. She 
also discovered a new love for music from around the world, and 
immediately following graduation, moved to Chicago to attend 
the University of Chicago and earn a Master of Arts degree in 
Humanities focusing on the field of ethnomusicology and studying 
the development of steel pan groups in the Chicago area. Following 
her 2003 graduation, Allison moved to the northern Chicago suburbs, 
where she taught music courses at McHenry County College and 
rented space to teach piano. Allison returned to the Iowa City/Cedar 
Rapids area in 2004.

Allison began actively teaching in Cedar Rapids in June 2005, when 
she joined the Nancy Cree Keyboard Learning Center at West Music 
in Marion. Allison has been involved in her local chapter of IMTA since 
2007, serving as secretary from 2007-2009, Vice-President from 2009-
2011, and President from 2011-2013. She also frequently chairs her 
district IMTA piano festivals and auditions. Allison has also served on 
the IMTA State Board since 2009, serving as MTNA Foundation Chair 
from 2009-2011, Second Vice-President for Membership from 2011-
2014, and Outreach and Development Committee Chair from 2014-
2015. Currently she serves as co-Vice-President for State Auditions 
and Vice-President for the Cedar Rapids MTA.

In her spare time, Allison enjoys reading, gardening, attending local 
musical events, and keeping up with the latest developments in the 
world of ethnomusicology. She enjoys finding piano music that focuses 
on the music of other countries and sharing it with her students.

Linda Allebach, NCTM, received a BMus and 
MA in Organ from the University of Iowa. 
She operates an independent piano and 
organ studio of 28 students in Davenport. In 
addition, Linda is on the music staff of St. 
Paul Lutheran Church, Davenport, where she 
serves as assistant organist.

Her professional associations include the 
American Guild of Organists (AGO), where she 

serves on the local board; the National Federation of Music Clubs 
(NFMC), where she serves as the local club president (FMTA); and the 
Music Teachers National Association (MTNA), where she is the local 
Festival Chair. With the MTNA, Linda has her National Certification 
for Teaching Music in both organ and piano. She is currently 
serving as the State Certification Chair for the Iowa Music Teachers 
Association.
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Linda lives in Davenport with Don, her husband of almost 48 
years. Their family includes three married daughters and eight 
grandchildren. In her spare time, Linda enjoys competitive and 
recreational sailing, sewing, and gardening.

Amy Jo Wrobel and has been teaching for 
26 years, the last 18 years in Iowa. A friend 
invited Amy Jo to a Northeast Area Music 
Teachers Association in 2005 and she realized 
that this “community of teachers” was exactly 
what she had been looking for.  She belonged 
to NAMTA for almost 15 years and served as 
secretary and president. She recently joined 
the Des Moines Music Teachers Association 

after their move to Ankeny this past year and is currently serving 
as Vice President.

O r i g i n a l l y  f r o m  M i n n e a p o l i s , 
Dr. Elizabeth Allison has lived in Mason City, 
Iowa for the last 13 years with her husband 
Wayne, a visual artist who teaches painting, 
graphic design and art courses at North Iowa 
Area Community College. Elizabeth holds a 
Bachelor of Music degree in piano performance 
from Kent State University, a Master of Fine 
Arts in Music degree from the University of 

Iowa and a Doctor of Musical Arts degree in piano from the University 
of Kansas, where she was awarded a doctoral fellowship.

While not born here, Elizabeth (Betsy) considers herself a “naturalized 
Iowan”, having earned an MFA degree at the University of Iowa and 
having taught at schools from the top of the state (Mason City) to 
the bottom, as a music faculty member at Graceland University in 
Lamoni. While she was a faculty member at Graceland, she was a 
founding member of the piano trio, the Vredenburg Trio, a wonderful 
experience which allowed her to indulge in her deep love of piano 
chamber music. She has also studied French piano literature in 
Paris, France, piano and German lieder in Salzburg, Austria, with 
additional solo piano studies at Middlesex University outside of 
London, England.

She is an experienced soloist and collaborative pianist and has 
been a teaching assistant at the University of Iowa, a music faculty 
member at Grinnell College, Graceland University, Wartburg College 
and NIACC as well as developing a private piano studio in Mason 
City. She is a member of the Music Teachers of North Iowa and has 
served as a piano adjudicator and coach throughout the state.

Living in Mason City has presented her with many musical 
opportunities, including 4 concerto performances with the North 
Iowa Symphony, a concerto performance with the North Iowa 
Community Band, and a chance to experience life as a first soprano 
in the choral ensemble, Una Vocis. Currently, she is the Executive 
Director of The Music Man Square in Mason City, a museum and 
musical arts center celebrating the life and legacy of Mason City 
native composer, Meredith Willson.

S a r a 
Blessing
is the 
Director of 
Choral and 
Vocal Activities 
at Graceland 
University in Lamoni, 
Iowa.  She is also Co-Chair for the 

Division of Visual and Performing Arts.  At Graceland, Sara conducts 
the Concert Choir, Chamber Singers, and the Graceland Harmonium, 
as well as teaches various courses in music, including elementary and 
secondary choral methods, diction and vocal pedagogy, conducting, 
music theory, and aural training, in addition to supervising the music 
education students at Graceland. 

Sara holds her B.A. in Music Education and Vocal Performance from 
Luther College in Decorah, IA, where she sang under the direction 
of Weston Noble in the internationally acclaimed Nordic Choir, and 
an M.M. degree in Choral Conducting and Pedagogy from Oklahoma 
State University, where she studied with Dr. Z. Randall Stroope.  Sara 
is currently completing a D.M.A. degree in Choral Conducting and 
Pedagogy through the University of Iowa.  Her dissertation research 
is focused on the choral music of Estonian composer Toivo Tulev. 

Sara has conducted a variety of regional honor choirs and has 
been a guest clinician at several schools around the Midwest.  In 
2016, she was the recipient of Graceland University’s Alumni Award 
for Excellence in Teaching – for which she was nominated by her 
students.  In addition, in April of 2016, her choirs performed the 
world premiere of “You Guided Me” after commissioning the work 
from composer Michael John Trotta. Sara’s choirs have toured in 
Iowa, Colorado, Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, New York, Ohio, 
Washington D.C., Pennsylvania, and Kansas. In addition to teaching, 
Sara is an active mezzo-soprano soloist and recently participated in 
Eric Whitacre’s 5thVirtual Choir, “Deep Field.” 

Outside of teaching, Sara loves to travel, play piano, read, and spend 
time with her family and friends.  She and her husband, Terry, along 
with their daughters, Aria, and 2-year-old twins Ada and Edith, reside 
in Lamoni, IA. 

Jack Ergo joined the Graceland Music Faculty 
in 2001 and serves as associate professor 
of music at Graceland University in Lamoni, 
Iowa. He serves multiple roles; conducting 
the Graceland University Symphony, 
Professor of Applied Piano, Organ Instructor, 
Piano Proficiency an often teaches special 
topics courses. He presents recitals as solo 
performer and as keyboard accompanist. He 

assists the Theatre Department as Music Director for their musical 
theatre productions and also serves as faculty sponsor for the 
Graceland Jazz Combo Club and Chess Club.

After undergraduate study at Central Michigan University where 
Mr. Ergo performed many piano recitals, was assistant conductor 
of the Opera Workshop, and played viola in the University 
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Dr. Marian Lee made her New York City 
debut at Carnegie Hall’s Weill Recital Hall as 
winner of the Artists International Award and 
has appeared as soloist and with orchestra 
internationally in Austria, Belgium, Italy, France, 
Norway, Russia, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, 
Poland, Brazil, Byelorussia, Estonia, Hong 
Kong, Thailand, as well as in Lincoln Center, the 
Kennedy Center’s Millenium Stage, Seattle’s 

Benaroya Hall, Moscow’s Tchaikovsky Hall and Rachmaninoff Hall, 
and the Hermitage Winter Palace in St. Petersburg, Russia. In liaison 
with the U.S. State Department, Lee also received numerous grants 
in support of performances of American contemporary music abroad 
and is a former Fulbright and International Research and Exchange 
(IREX) scholar. 

An enthusiast of 20th-century music, Marian Lee is frequently 
invited to perform at international contemporary music festivals 
and has appeared with such distinguished ensembles as Continuum 
in New York City and the Seattle Chamber Players. She has given 
numerous world and U.S. premieres by contemporary composers 
from Russia, France, the Baltic republics and the United States. 
Recent professional activities include violin and piano duos with 
Philadelphia Orchestra concertmaster David Kim, Frank Almond, 
concertmaster of the Milwaukee Symphony and Naha Greenholz, 
concertmaster of Madison and Quad City Symphony Orchestras. She 
has also held master classes in Hong Kong, Delaware, Louisiana, 
Alabama, Illinois and Iowa. 

Marian Lee made her initial concert debut in high school performing 

with Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra and Flint Symphony Orchestra 
in Michigan. She entered The Juilliard School as a scholarship student 
receiving a Bachelor of Music under the guidance of Gyorgy Sandor, 
whose own piano professor was Bela Bartok at the Liszt Academy 
in Hungary and is the author “On Piano Playing: Motion, Sound, and 
Expression,” a staple in the piano pedagogy literature.  She went 
on to receive a Master of Music degree in piano performance with 
Seymour Lipkin, winner of the prestigious Rachmaninoff Competition 
and artistic director of Kneisel Hall Chamber Festival. Subsequently, 
she was awarded the coveted Fulbright Grant to study with Naum 
Shtarkman, a Tchaikovsky competition laureate, at the Moscow 
Conservatory in what was then the Soviet Union. During her three-
year stay, Dr. Lee witnessed the fall of the Soviet Union and toured 
extensively within the former USSR. Upon her return to the United 
States, Dr. Lee completed her doctoral degree at the Peabody 
Conservatory of Music at The Johns Hopkins University with Boris 
Slutsky, the youngest winner of the William Kapell Competition in 
College Park, Maryland. 

Dr. Lee previously taught at the University of Delaware before moving 
to the Quad Cities. She also taught at the University of Iowa as a 
sabbatical replacement for Dr. Ksenia Nosikova. In 2012, Marian Lee 
moved to Davenport, Iowa and was appointed an assistant professor 
in piano and serves as head of the keyboard area at St. Ambrose 
University. As an active teacher and frequent adjudicator, Dr. Lee is 
a proud member of the Music Teachers National Association (MTNA), 
National Federation of Music Teachers (FMTA), the Iowa Music 
Teachers Association (IMTA), Quad City Music Teachers Association 
(QCMTA), and was past president of the Delaware Music Teachers 
Association (DSMTA).

Nicholas Roth, Professor of Piano at Drake 
University, is a featured performer and teacher 
throughout North and South America, Europe 
and Asia. He is a Yamaha Artist, a Fellow of the 
American Pianists Association, earned prizes 
in chamber music competitions in Italy, and 
received a DAAD grant to further his studies 
in Germany. Roth holds the Doctor of Musical 
Arts degree from Michigan State University 

and additional performance degrees from the Hochschule für Musik 
in Munich (Germany) and Indiana University. He has recorded for the 
Blue Griffin, Naxos, MSR Classics & Innova recording labels. 

A native of St. Louis, Dr. Charles Schmidt
received his undergraduate and master’s 
degrees from the University of Missouri at 
Kansas City, where he studied with Joanne 
Baker, and his doctorate from Michigan State 
University, studying with Ralph Votapek. He has 
given recitals and masterclasses throughout 
the U.S. and has also worked extensively in the 
fields of musical theatre and opera, both as 

an accompanist and musical director. He has presented lectures for 
many local and state organizations and has been featured both on 
Iowa and Illinois Public Radio. Dr. Schmidt joined the piano faculty 

Symphony, he transferred to 
the Peabody Conservatory 
of Music at Johns Hopkins 
University in Baltimore and 
earned bachelors and masters 

degrees. He specialized in 
early keyboard music and 20th 

century music - seemingly opposite 
ends of the spectrum. He performed as 

harpsichord soloist with the Peabody Symphony in Elliott Carter’s 
Double Concerto. He repeated this and other works on the Johns 
Hopkins Concert Series and at the American Music Festival 
sponsored by the State Department in Washington, D.C. He was also 
the accompanist for the Maryland Ballet and performed the Franck 
Symphonic Variations at their New York debut. 

From 1981 to 2001, Mr. Ergo was the Music Director for the 
international headquarters of the Community of Christ Church 
located in Independence, Missouri. This was the home of THE 
INDEPENDENCE MESSIAH CHOIR and he has taken the CHOIR to Great 
Britain, Wales, Germany, Austria, and the Czech Republic. Mr. Ergo 
is co-editor of two hymnals: Sing for Peace and Sing A New Song, 
the two hymnal supplements for the Community of Christ Church. 

Additionally he produced and directed the recordings for Sing A New 
Song as well as recording a 5 CD set of the denomination’s main 
hymnal, Hymns of the Saints. 
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at Augustana College in 2009. Prior to that appointment Dr. Schmidt 
served on faculty at Graceland University since 2000 where he 
taught piano, piano literature, piano pedagogy, and served as an 
accompanist. His students have gone on to top graduate programs 
in the U.S. and abroad and have won various competitions.  He and 
his wife are the proud parents of three children. 

Brett Wolgast is currently the Velma J. 
MacMillan Assistant Professor of Piano, College 
Organist, and Chair of the Music Department 
at Coe College in Cedar Rapids, IA.  His primary 
teaching responsibilities include Applied Piano 
and Organ instruction, and Music Theory. He 
also serves as Area Head for the Keyboard and 
Music Theory areas.

Dr. Wolgast received his Bachelor of Music 
degree in Applied Keyboard Studies (piano and organ) from Kansas 
State University. He received a Master of Arts degree in Piano 
Pedagogy and Performance and a Master of Fine Arts degree in 
Organ Pedagogy and Performance from the University of Iowa. He 
received his Doctor of Musical Arts degree in Organ Performance 
and Pedagogy also from the University of Iowa. His primary teachers 
include:  Mary Ellen Sutton, Robert Edwards, Catharine Crozier, 
Delbert Disselhorst, John Simms, and Delores Bruch.

In addition to his work in higher education, Brett Wolgast is also 
Cantor at First Lutheran Church in Cedar Rapids where he serves 
as organist and director of instrumental ensembles.  He has also 
served on the music faculties at the University of Iowa, University of 
Northern Iowa, and Cornell College.

Few artists enjoy such high praise for both of 
their disciplines as composer/violinist Philip 
Wharton. Of his playing, The New York Times 
proclaimed, “a rousing performance!” and The 
Waterloo Courier wrote, “a golden tone with 
breathtaking execution.” His compositions, 
heralded from coast to coast, are described by 
the New York Concert Review as, “…decidedly 
contemporary…both engaging and accessible.” 

Writing from symphony to song, past seasons saw the Santa Fe 
Opera’s remounting of Two Saintes Caught in the Same Act as 
part of their apprentice scenes program, the Grammy-nominated 
Borealis Wind Quintet perform his Quintet on their concert tours, 
his chamber symphony, Passing Season performed by regional 
orchestras, premiere of his Symphony, his tribute to Shakespeare’s 
450th birthday, a song cycle entitled Fools, and concerts with 
Grammy-nominated soprano, Caroline Worra. Other projects include 
collaborations with author Janet Burroway and illustrator John 
Vernon Lord to create musical settings of their books for children: 
The Giant Jam Sandwich, The Truck on the Track, and a vocal-
monodrama, The Perfect Pig. Recent recordings include Albany 
Records’ release of his Flute Sonata—performed by flutist, Katherine 
Fink, and pianist Rose Grace, Crescent Phase Records’ release of 
his Woodwind Quintet—performed by the Madera Woodwind Quintet, 
and Kenneth Thompkins’ (principal Detroit Symphony Orchestra) 

2019 IMTA State Conference
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Rachel McCoy is a graduate of Iowa State 
University where she earned a Bachelor of 
Arts degree in music. She studied piano with 
Dr. William David and percussion with Dr. 
Barry Larkin. In 2009 she received the MTNA 
STAR award and was named to the Phi Kappa 
Lambda national music honor society and Phi 
Kappa Phi national honor society. 

First involved in IMTA as a student, Rachel has been involved 
professionally at the local and state levels. Positions she has held 
are Local Association President, District Auditions Chair, District 
Festival Chair, State Auditions Chair, State Festivals Chair, and 2019 
Conference Chair. Rachel became a Nationally Certified Teacher of 
Music in Piano in 2013. 

Rachel currently resides in Osceola, Iowa with her husband, Simon, 
a band director, and two young children, Declan and Symphony. She 
has an active private studio, accompanies for two local schools, and 
works part-time with Clarke County Extension and Outreach. 

recording of his Alto-Trombone 
Sonata. Expect to see the release 
of a CD by Elizabeth Sombart 
with the Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra in the coming year.  
www.philipwharton.com.

Conference Chair

The premier of the  
2019 IMTA Commissioned work,  

a duet for one piano, four hands,  
will be performed by  

Dr. Nicholas Roth and Cyndie Caruth.
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June 2-4, 2019
Graceland University, Lamoni, Iowa

Sunday, June 2
Noon-2:00 pm Registration Shaw Center Lobby

Noon Exhibits open

Noon-2:15 pm IMTA/WestMusic/Durbin-Zheng Scholarship Auditions
2:15-2:30 pm Break/Exhibits Carol Hall
2:30-3:45 pm Presentation: Dr. Suzanne Torkelson, State Repertoire Chair  

New Music for our Students
4:00-5:30 pm Honors Recital Shaw Family Auditorium
5:30-6:00 pm Break/Exhibits open

6:00 pm Exhibits close

6:00-7:15 pm BBQ Outside Shaw Center
7:30-9:00 pm Iowa All-Stars in Concert Shaw Family Auditorium

9:00 pm Reception Shaw Center Lobby

Monday, June 3
7:00-8:30 am Executive Board Meeting Theater Classroom

8:00-10:00 am Registration Shaw Center Lobby
8:45-10:00 am Presentation: Dr. Kevin Olson

Music Fluency: Pillars of Interpretation that  
All Students Should Know 
In this workshop, we will draw from concepts in the field of linguistics, and 
apply them to the structural language of music, with the goal of teaching 
piano students to be self-sufficient, sensitive, natural interpreters of all 
styles of music.

Carol Hall

10:00-10:30 am Break/Exhibits
10:30-11:30 am Presentation: What You Always Wanted to Know about Judging, but 

were Afraid to Ask! Tips for Both the Teacher and the New Judge
This session features our panel of experienced adjudicators consisting 
of Dr. Sharon Jensen, NCTM, Dr. Ted Reuter, Cyndie Caruth, NCTM and 
Joan Hopkins, NCTM.  If you are interested in judging or would like to ask 
questions as a teacher, this session is for you!  Panelists will offer insight 
as to what to expect if you’ve never entered students in competitions or 
festivals. They will also be there to advise those of you who are new to 
judging.  Please come armed with your questions!

Carol Hall

11:30 am-1:00 pm Lunch /Break/Exhibits 
(Lunch to be served in Shaw Center Lobby or on your own)
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2019 IMTA Conference Schedule
June 2-4, 2019

Graceland University, Lamoni, Iowa
Schedule

Monday, June 3
1:15-2:15 pm Presentation: Teresa Rose  

How to Build A Profitable Music Teaching Business Using Technology
Carol Hall

2:15-2:45 pm Break/Exhibits
2:45-4:15 pm Intermediate Master Class: Dr. Kevin Olson Carol Hall
4:15-4:30 pm Break/Exhibits

4:30-5:30 pm Presentation: Allison Chenoweth & Amber Riggenbach, State 
Auditions Chairs and Rachel McCoy, NCTM, State Festivals Chair
Chairing District IMTA Auditions: Wasn’t That Easy? 
IMTA Piano Auditions is our state’s best-attended event, this year involving 
over 700 students and 123 teachers over 13 local districts. There are several 
very dedicated teachers who take the reins for organizing auditions each year, 
but many of those teachers are ready for, and need, a well-deserved break. 
With our state’s new registration system, chairing auditions is easier than 
ever! Paperwork is much more limited, and the entire process is much 
less time consuming. Please join us to find out what processes have been 
streamlined, what all needs to be completed, and how you can help to make 
your district’s audition event successful! 

Carol Hall

4:30-5:30 pm Presentation: Linda Allebach 
The Process of Becoming a Nationally Certified Teacher
Have you ever “flirted” with the idea of working towards becoming a 
Nationally Certified Teacher of Music? This session will show you how to 
access important information online that explains every step of the way. 
We will review the Teacher Profile projects and give you practical tips and 
resources for their completion. Recent successful candidates Leslie Appleby 
and Jean Hilbert will attend and offer advice and encouragement. This 
workshop could be all the incentive you need to begin the journey toward 
becoming certified. IMTA has always emphasized that every member become 
a NCTM teacher. Please join us in this session and put Iowa back in the top 
percentile in the nation with more certified teachers in 2020!

Rehearsal Hall

5:30 pm Exhibits Close
6:30-8:00 pm Conference Banquet Shaw Center Lobby
8:15-9:30 pm Conference Artist Recital by Frank Levy Shaw Family Auditorium

9:30 pm Reception Shaw Center Lobby
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2019 IMTA Conference Schedule

June 2-4, 2019
Graceland University, Lamoni, Iowa

Tuesday, June 4
7:45-9:15 am Member’s Breakfast and Presentation:

Are You Getting the Full Benefits of Your IMTA Membership?
Presenters: Dr. Sharon Jensen, NCTM, Panel: Amy Jo Wrobel, 
moderator,  Jack Ergo, Daniel Goodrich and Lois Selby.
Teachers will share their experiences with IMTA thus far and offer their 
unique perspective as new teachers to the organization. They will offer 
valuable insight for us on growing our organization and enhancing the 
wonderful programs we already have. Please join us for food and fellowship 
as we get to know our next generation of music teachers.

Shaw Center Lobby

8:00 am Exhibits open

8:30 am Registration opens Shaw Center Lobby
9:30-10:30 am Presentation: Dr. Kevin Olson Hands-On Jazz Basics

This interactive session will cover basic exercises in jazz piano that you 
can share with students who want to explore improvisation and creativity. 
Whether you’re a jazz novice or interested in new challenges in improv, 
there will be something for you at this workshop. 

Carol Hall

10:30-10:45 am Break/Exhibits
10:45 am-12:15 pm Advanced Master Class: Frank Levy Carol Hall

12:30-2:00 pm Lunch and Business Meeting Shaw Center Lobby
2:00-2:30 pm Break/Exhibits

2:30-4:00 pm Presentation: Frank Levy
The Art of Practicing: From Concept to Sound  
This lecture-demonstration intends to explore different philosophical 
attitudes towards music, practicing and performance.

Carol Hall
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2019 IMTA Conference Schedule
Registration Form

June 2-4  Graceland University, Lamoni, IA
Mail this form or register online at iamta.org/conferences

2019 IMTA State Conference

Registration

Registrations must be postmarked 
by May 1 to avoid the late fee. If 
you register online, checks must 
be postmarked to Deb Ausborn by 
the deadline date of May 1.

Registration Refunds: Fees will be 
refunded in full until May 1. Refunds 
less $30.00 will be given until May 15. 
No registration refunds after May 15.

Registration:  
Make checks payable to: IMTA
Mail checks & Registration to:  
Deb Ausborn, NCTM
1367 220th St.
Lytton, IA  50561

Refer questions to:
Rachel McCoy, NCTM
imtasimtapres@gmail.com
712-830-9239

Hotel:
Should you choose to stay at a hotel, 
please contact Cobblestone Inn at 
641-784-4000 for a rate of $79.99/
night or the Super 8 at 641-784-7500 
for a rate of $75.00+ tax/night before 
May 1st. Please mention that you are 
attending the IMTA Conference when 
reserving your room. 

Scholarships:
Scholarships are available at  
iamta.org/scholarships.

_____Full Conference - IMTA Members - 3 days  $100.00 $___________

_____Full Conference - Non-Member - 3 days $120.00 $___________

_____Full Conference - First-time attendees - 3 days $  75.00 $___________

_____Full Conference - Students - 3 days No Fee $ 00.00

_____Single Day Registration Fee (per day) $  50.00 $___________
       Check which day:  Sun   Mon   Tues 

Late Registration Fee if postmarked after May 1 $  25.00 $___________

                                                 Conference Registration Total: $___________

                                                                               Meals Total: $___________

                                                                           Housing Total: $___________

                                                                        TOTAL ENCLOSED:  $___________

 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO IMTA

Meal Options: 
Sunday Evening (BBQ) $  15.00 $___________
Monday Breakfast $    8.00 $___________
Monday Lunch (Fajita Salad Bar) $  15.00 $___________
Monday Banquet $  25.00 $___________
Tuesday Breakfast $    8.00 $___________
Tuesday Lunch (Boxed Lunch) $    9.00 $___________

Dietary Needs: Gluten free   Vegetarian   Vegan

Housing Option: 
Dormitory per person/per night
single or double occupancy $ 12.00 x _______= $___________
Rooms have AC and free Wifi, 
but bring your own bedding and towels.

Roommate request:__________________________

Name _____________________________________________________________

Address  _________________________________________________________

City______________________ Zip _____________________________________

Phone ______________________Email ________________________________

IMTA Member:   Yes    No

 I am nationally certified      This is my first IMTA Conference
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BE PART OF OUR ELITE 
MUSIC TRADITION

HIGH SCHOOL
WINDS AND BRASS CAMP  

June 9-13

HIGH SCHOOL 
PERCUSSION CAMP

June 9-13 

ALL-STATE CLINIC AND 
VOCAL CAMP

August 1-2

For more information and to register:
central.edu/finearts or call 641-628-5236

2019

MUSIC MAJOR 
SCHOLARSHIPS:

+ Renewable
+ For students planning to major in 

music or music education

MUSIC AWARDS:
+ Renewable

+ For nonmajors planning to 
      be in a collegiate ensemble

VISIT CENTRAL
Schedule a visit for a first-hand look at why so many choose Central.

central.edu/visit

2019 IMTA State Conference

Map Lamoni, Iowa
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IMTA Scholarship Auditions will be held at Graceland University, Lamoni, Iowa  
on Sunday, June 2, 2019 from 12:00-2:00 pm at the Shaw Family Auditorium.

Any graduating high school senior of  any instrument may participate in the  
IMTA-West Scholarship Audition. Requirements include:

• Senior planning to major or minor in music in the upcoming year.
• Must study with an IMTA teacher on the audition instrument.
• Two or more pieces in contrasting styles.

All music to be performed from memory. 
• Twelve (12) minute maximum playing time.
• If  a student performs more than twelve minutes, they will be cut off, but  

they will not in any way be penalized for a lengthier program.
• Students wanting to perform on two different instruments must meet all  

requirements for each instrument and submit separate applications.

Deadline, May 10. Please register online at iamta.org/scholarship or contact  
Dr. Ted Reuter, imtascholarship@gmail.com should you have questions.

| SCHOLARSHIP |

IMTA/WEST & DURBIN ZHENG 
SCHOLARSHIP AUDITIONS

Dr. Ted Reuter
imtascholarship@gmail.com

IMTA Scholarship Chair
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2019 Summer Music Camps for your Students!

Wartburg Band Camp
July 15-21, 2019
wartburg.edu/camps/

Wartburg Meistersinger Keyboard Camp
July 28-31, 2019 
Instructors: Dr. Karen Black, Organ and  
Dr. Suzanne Torkelson, Piano
Website: wartburg.edu/camps/

Iowa State University Summer Choral 
Academy All-State Choir Camp 
August 1-2, 2019
Website: music.iastate.edu/isu-summer-choral-academy-
all-state-choir-camp

Wartburg Meistersinger All-State Camp
August 1-3 or August 5-7 
Website: wartburg.edu/camps/

Clarke University Piano Day 
Saturday, September 14, 2019 
Contact: Dr. Sharon Jensen;  
Email: sharon.jensen@clarke.edu

Luther College Camps 
Middle School Camp: June 9-15, 2019 
High School Camp: June 16-22, 2019 
Website: luther.edu/music/dorian/

Wartburg Piano Camp 
June 17-22, 2019 
Elgibility: typically IMTA levels C-F; most students 
have been to state auditions at least once, over half  are 
current or former IMTA state winners. 
Email: ted.reuter@wartburg.edu

Augustana University Music Camp  
& Jazz Camp, Sioux Falls, SD  
June 3-8, 2019
Website: augie.edu/camps-festivals-and-competitions 

Augustana Summer Music Academy, 
Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois
June 16-20, 2019 
Phone: 309-794-7395
Website: augustana.edu/summer-academy

SUMMER MUSIC CAMPS!

University of Iowa  
Voxman Music Building
June 16-21, 2019
Eligibility: Any age eligible with 2-3 pieces (with scores) 
at the difficulty of  least the equivalent of  IMTA level 
“D”, with one performance ready (memorized). 
Instructors: Dr. Alan Huckleberry and Réne Lecuona
Website: uiowa.edu/ismc/

St. Olaf Summer Music Academy, 
Northfield, MN
June 16-22, 2019 
Eligibility: students who have completed grades 8-12. 
Attendees participate in band, choir, and/or orchestra.  
Phone: 507-786-3031 
Email: summer@stolaf.edu 
Website: wp.stolaf.edu/conferences/ 
summer-camps/music-camp  

2019 Saint Ambrose University Summer 
Piano Camp
June 24-28, 2019
Eligibilty: those entering 9-12th grade, IMTA level D-F
Contact: Dr. Marian Lee, Director
Phone: 563-333-6148
Email: leemariany@sau.edu   
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Summer Iowa Music Teacher Magazine Deadline: May 25, 2019 
Submit materials to imtamagazine@gmail.com

IMTA Board Meeting (Rescheduled)
April 6, 2019 2:00 pm
Home of  President Cyndie Caruth
2105 NW Pleasant Street
Ankeny, Iowa 50023
Board members will receive agenda items

Summer IMT Magazine deadline 
Advertising: May 15
Articles: May 25

IMTA State Conference
June 2-4, 2019  
Graceland University, Lamoni, Iowa 
Registration Deadline: May 1 

IMTA/West Scholarship,  
Durbin-Zheng Scholarship
June 2, 2019, 2:00 pm
Graceland University, Lamoni, Iowa
Register at iamta.org/scholarship.  
Deadline: May 10

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

IMTA/MTNA Dues deadline
July 1, 2019
(State and National dues must be paid  
by September 1 to enter students in  
IMTA/MTNA events without paying  
the non-member fee.)

2019 Pedagogy Workshop
Saturday, July 13, 2019
Wartburg College in Waverly. 
Please contact one of  the committee  
members should you have questions:
Laurie Braaten-Reuter  
(l.braaten-reuter@wartburg.edu);  
Michelle Doepke (doepkem@msn.com)  
or Jean Hilbert (jhilbert93@mchsi.com).

Senior Recitals
Danielle Dadisman,  
student of Dr. Sharon Jensen, will 
present her senior piano recital 
on Friday, May 31 at 7:00 p.m. at 
the Maquoketa Arts Experience, 
124 S. Main St., Maquoketa, IA  
52060.  She will perform works by 
Beethoven, Liszt, Ravel, Debussy 
and Rachmaninoff.
Aubree Litster, student of  
Dr. Janci Bronson will be 
performing her senior recital on 
Saturday May 18, 2019, 2:00 p.m. 
at the ISU Martha-Ellen Tye Recital 
Hall.  Aubree plans to pursue a 
degree in piano performance.

Please apply online by
February 1:

School of Music
University of Northern Iowa

Cedar Falls, IA 50614-0246
(319) 273-2024

www.uni.edu/musicwww.uni.edu/music

February 22 and 28, 2020
School of Music Audition Days!
Visit music.uni.edu/apply

Keyboard Faculty:
Prof. Sean Botkin, piano

Dr. Robin Guy, piano/collaborative
Dr. Randall Harlow, organ

Prof. Serena Hou, piano
Dr. Vakhtang Kodanashvili , piano

Dr. Mariko Morita, organDr. Mariko Morita, organ
Prof. Natia Shioshvili, piano

For details on our Piano & Organ Festival, Audition Days or other Keyboard events, e-mail music@uni.edu
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n January 26, 2019, during one of  
this winter’s many snowstorms, the 
Federated Music Teachers Association 
of  the Quad Cities hosted a Gala 

Recital at Asbury United Methodist Church 
in Bettendorf, IA. Despite the brutal 
weather, over three hundred people attended. 
Restoration Committee members include 
Laura Crumbleholme, Marilyn Mitchem, 
Richard Sessler, Judy Hyland, and Dr. Marian 
Lee, most of  whom are also members of  
IMTA/MTNA. 

Marilyn Mitchem delivered a multimedia 
historical presentation about the double grand 
piano (serial number #133165), purchased 
in December 1904 by Marguerite de Saint-
Marceaux, the grand dame of  Parisian salons. 

According to Marguerite’s published journal, 
sixty works were premiered in her salon by 
composers such as Debussy, Albeniz, Lili 
Boulanger, Chabrier, Dukas, de Falla, Faure, 
d’Indy, and Ravel. Our recital featured Marian 

| LOCAL ASSOCIATION NEWS |

GALA RECITAL WELCOMES RARE  
HISTORIC PLEYEL DOUBLE GRAND 
PIANO TO THE QUAD CITIES

Lee performing “L’isle Joyeuse” by Debussy, 
which was premiered in Marguerite’s salon 
on January 13, 1905, three weeks after she 
purchased the Pleyel. Also featured were 
Marian Lee and Charles Schmidt performing 
the duo piano “Sonata for Piano” by Poulenc, 
who, according to Frederic Ibms, actually 
played this particular Pleyel Double Grand. 

Upon her death in 1930, Marguerite 
bequeathed her piano to Bert Ibms. In 1949 
he sold it to Americans Joe and Thea Leclair, 
then stationed in Paris. Upon retirement they 
moved to Bettendorf, IA, until Thea’s death 
in 2006. By then the Pleyel’s condition had 
deteriorated, rendering it unusable.  

The completely restored Pleyel Double Grand 
Piano arrived in the Quad Cities on October 
26th, 2018, after a nine-month process by 
Premier Piano Service of  Walker, Iowa. Tom 
Zasadny and his team replaced the hammers, 
strings, bridge pins and key covers, repaired 
the cast iron plate, refinished the rosewood 
exterior, and built a custom piano dolly with 
four legs.

The recital showcased seventeen Quad City-
area pianists playing a wide variety of  solo and 
ensemble pieces. Program highlights included 
Mozart’s “Sonata for Two Pianos in D Major” 
K. 448, played by two former Quad City 
piano students; a lively rendition of  “Galop-
March” by Lavignoc played by four QC piano 
professors; an eight-hand hymn arrangement 
of  “Be Thou My Vision,” dedicated to the late 
E. Rose Oles; and “Ride On, King Jesus” a 
choral work with a two-piano accompaniment 
by members of  Asbury UM Church. 

The program also included solo and ensemble 
works played by Dr. Sharon Jensen, Dr. Michael 
Bagby, Dr. Marian Lee, Dr. Charles Schmidt, 
Dr. Juliana Han, Dr. Robert Elfline, Dr. Perry 
Mears, and Jonathan Turner, a local journalist 
and pianist. The program concluded with a 
quartet of  members of  the Pleyel Restoration 

ODr. Marian Lee and Dr. 
Charles Schmidt playing 
the Poulenc on the Pleyel 
Double Grand Piano.
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| LOCAL ASSOCIATION NEWS |

For over a decade, Eric Tran and 
Nathan Cheung have performed 
four-hands originals, transcriptions, 
and classics alike with a focus on 
bringing humor and joy to the 
classical music world. Happy Dog 
Duo has been performing four-hands 
and two-piano repertoire together 
since they were in  middle school.  
They won both the 1st Prize and the 
Abild American Music Award at the 
2017 Ellis Duo-Piano Competition, 
hosted by the National Federation 
of  Music Clubs. They have also 
won a record-setting 13 gold medals 
in piano duo events at the United 
States Open Music Competition, and 
have performed with the Stanford 
Symphony Orchestra, Diablo 
Symphony Orchestra, and the Vallejo 
Symphony.

As part of  the internationally-
acclaimed, award-winning Pawn: The 
Musical, they toured in Korea, China, 
Canada, and New York. Happy Dog 
has also made multiple appearances 
at the Aspen Music Festival. They 
perform extensively in the San 
Francisco Bay Area – their hometown 
– and they were the first piano duo 
ever to perform in Bing Concert Hall.

The name Happy Dog comes from 
their eponymously-titled 30-second 
compositional “masterpiece,” Happy 
Dog. Neither Nathan nor Eric owns 
any dogs.

The Happy Dog Duo will perform 
at Asbury United Methodist Church, 
Bettendorf, IA Friday, May 3, 2019 
at 7:30 as part of  IFMC’s state 
convention. The concert is free and 
open to the public!

Happy Dog Duo, Duo Pianists
Committee playing an arrangement of  “Don’t 
Stop Believin’” to signify the nine-year journey 
to raise the money, repair the piano, and find 
it a home. This performance was dedicated 
to the late piano technician John Duda, who 
in 2015 bought the Pleyel, saving it from 
destruction.

The piano is owned by the Federated Music 
Teacher’s Association of  the Quad Cities, 
a 501(c)3/non-profit organization, and is 
currently being housed at Asbury UMC 
in Bettendorf, IA. We are still accepting 
donations towards the restoration and 
towards future programing. Pianists wishing 
to play or perform on it should email Laura 
Crumbleholme at lauralovespiano.qc@gmail.com.

Future performances include a Student Recital 
on April 6th, and the Iowa Federation of  
Music Clubs Biennial Convention on May 3-4 
featuring the Happy Dog Duo.

Pleyel Gala Audience of 
over three hundred.

Pleyel Players: Judy Hyland, 
Laura Crumbleholme,  
Lynn Kroeger, Dick Sessler.
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Dr. Janci L. A. Bronson, NCTM
imtatechnology@gmail.com

IMTA State Technology Chair

This article will feature Hal Leonard 
Educational Piano, the piano method 
accompaniment tracks offered on the Piano 
Maestro app, and conclude with practical and 
helpful ways to incorporate accompaniment 
tracks into lessons and student practice. 

Hal Leonard Educational Piano
I enjoy using the Hal Leonard Student Piano 
Library for students who may need a bit 
slower paced method with great sounding 
pieces. From a pedagogical approach, it does 
not have a lot of  “extras” on the page in terms 
of  musical analysis or practice strategies. 
However, it does deliver on its emphasis on 
improvisation and catchy pieces with fun 
teacher accompaniments.
Online Recordings: halleonard.com/mylibrary/ 
Hal Leonard publications previously included 
CD’s with their method books, but have 
changed over to online audio recordings 
for books purchased after 2014. Look for 
the 16-character code printed in their book 
referencing “MyLibrary” to listen online. 
Hal Leonard method books with online 
recordings include: All-In-One Piano Lessons 
Books A-D, Piano Lessons & Solos Levels 
1-5, and the Adult Piano Method books. The 
online audio allows students to change their 
tempo and loop (repeat) challenging passages 
to build in accuracy from multiple repetitions. 
Instructional Videos: halleonard.com/hlspl/
videoLessons.jsp
If  you are new to piano teaching or want to 
explore more about the Hal Leonard Student 
Piano Library, visit the above link to view 
12 instructional videos for book 1 by co-
author Barbara Kreader. The videos show her 
working with a young student to introduce 
such concepts as sitting at the piano, hand 
position, finger numbers, feeling the beat, 
black keys, reading notes and rests, and 
teaching some of  the specific songs out of  
book 1 such as the student favorite Party Cat. 

Piano Maestro Library: Methods
Many of  you are already familiar with the 
fantastic Piano Maestro app that serves as 
an interactive practice tool for students. It 
is only available on the iPad and does have 
a small monthly fee to use (ca. $5). Students 
can use the iPad’s built-in microphone to play 
songs from the app on their actual piano. 
The app has a motivational game-like feel 
where students must earn a certain number 
of  points from their performance accuracy in 
order to unlock the next level. Students can 
also connect with a teacher in order to receive 
a “Home Challenge” of  pieces selected by the 
teacher, and the teacher can track students’ 
progress in their teacher dashboard. 
If  you or your students have a paid Piano 
Maestro membership, visit the “Library” and 
select “Methods.” You will find such methods 
as: Alfred Premier, Hal Leonard Student Piano 
Library, Piano Pronto, Alfred’s Basic Piano Library, 
Music for Little Mozarts, Alfred’s Group Piano for 
Adults, and Tales of  a Musical Journey. 
Practical Ways for Students to Use Online 
Method Book Recordings 
Rhythmic development: listen to the recording 
and dance along or tap the rhythm using the 
correct hand while counting out loud. Note 
reading development: listen to the recording 
and point and name the notes. To assist in 
hands together playing: listen to the recording 
and play 1 hand. Challenge – play 1 hand with 
the recording and tap the other hand. 
Articulation, dynamics, and style development: 
play along with the recording to listen if  they are 
matching the articulations, dynamics, and style. 
Signing off  as technology chair
It has been an honor and great pleasure to 
serve as your technology chair over the last 
seven years, but I feel it is time to commit 
my efforts to other music-related research 
and pedagogical interests. I look forward to 
serving in other areas of  our wonderful IMTA 
organization!

NO CD’S? NO PROBLEM! 
MUSIC PUBLISHERS’ SOLUTIONS PART 3: 
HAL LEONARD & PIANO MAESTRO

| IMTA TECHNOLOGY NEWS |

This is the final 
installment exploring 
music publishers’ 
solutions to CD 
alternatives, as well as 
their extra instructional 
resources found online 
and on apps. Previous 
articles on this topic 
highlighting Alfred, FJH 
Music, and Faber Piano 
Adventures can be found 
at: iamta.org under 
“Forms & Resources” 
and the tab. If you visit 
this article on our IMTA 
website, you may select 
any of the underlined 
bolded links to take you 
directly to the webpage. 
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estivals wrapped up a successful year as 
of  January 2019. Due to elimination of  
the 15-minute time period, students took 

advantage of  lengthier sessions with our artist 
judges. Surprisingly, the largest increases were 
in the 45 and 60-minute categories. Sixty-
minute sessions actually doubled over last 
year! Even though we had three fewer centers, 
our average student numbers were up and 
adjudicator hours remained neutral. 

All of  the festival scheduling was completed 
through the IMTA website with very few 
complications. One of  the great features of  
having every center’s registrations on the 
website is that it allows for any IMTA teacher 
to register for any festival or in multiple areas. 
This simple feature allowed a new member 
to network with several teachers, and discuss 
and learn about the auditions process. If  
you would like to enter students in multiple 
festivals, it is helpful to give the festival 
chair advance notice so they are able find an 
additional judge if  necessary. 

| IMTA FESTIVALS NEWS & MEMBERSHIP UPDATE |

F

Rachel McCoy, NCTM
imtafestivals@gmail.com

IMTA State Festival Chair

If  you would like to start a festival center in 
your area, plan to attend the New Auditions 
and Festivals Chair session held by Allison 
Chenoweth, Amber Riggenback and myself  
on Monday afternoon of  the conference. 
There you will learn all the easy steps to setting 
up and running a festival.

Another festival opportunity is MTNA’s 
eFestival. Students of  any age and playing 
ability can record and submit their 
performance to be positively critiqued by and 
experience evaluator. This opportunity is great 
for students with performance anxiety. For full 
details, visit MTNA.org, go to the ENGAGE 
tab, and click on MTNA eFestival. 

Congratulations to our teachers and 
students for taking advantage of  these great 
opportunities afforded through your IMTA 
membership. It is a positive sign to see 
students benefitting in such a meaningful way 
from our IMTA festivals!

Thank you all for continuing to support our 
Festivals program!

CHANGES MEAN SUCCESS FOR  
IMTA FESTIVALS

Julie Bond 
imtamembers@gmail.com

appy Spring! Soon, renewal notices from 
MTNA will be arriving. Please check 

these notices for accuracy, including your local 
association assignment and email address. If  
you find any errors, such as assignments to 
more than one local resulting in extra charges, 
it is always easier to correct before renewing 
your membership.

Paying renewals on time is very 
important! The due date to renew is July 1 for 
Active Members, not September 1. Anything 
after July 1, is considered a late payment. Since 
there has been a “grace period” to September 
1 to accommodate late payments, Sept. 1 has 
become the assumed renewal deadline for 

H

IMTA Membership Chair

some, which is incorrect. Any payments made 
after Sept. 1 will result in non-member status 
for auditions and require the payment of  the 
non-member fee, ineligibility for festivals, and 
loss of  IMTA website dashboard login access. 
There will be no second grace period after 
Sept. 1. Get the most out of  your membership 
by not paying late!

Now would be a good time to invite a guest, 
or bring a prospective or new member to 
your local meetings and introduce them to 
IMTA. If  anyone has questions regarding 
membership, please don’t hesitate to contact 
me at imtamembers@gmail.com.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS 
DUE JULY 1, 2019 
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STANDING OVATION TO OUR  
AUDITIONS & FESTIVALS CHAIRS! 

| IMTA TREASURER TALK |

Carroll D. Caruth 
imtafinance@gmail.com

I

IMTA Treasurer

Although our balance is $21,908.47 as of  
March 1, 2019, many larger expenses are 
on the horizon. This is your reminder to 
renew your dues as soon as you receive your 
statement from MTNA so you continue to 
receive your full benefits, and we continue to 
operate with a healthy budget.

Just a reminder to send any and all receipts 
pertinent to your role in IMTA. These need to 
be filed by the treasurer for proof  of  expenses 
we incur.

As always, call or email with any questions you 
may have. Have a warm spring and a relaxing 
summer. See you in Lamoni!

Respectfully submitted, 
Carroll Caruth, IMTA Treasurer

MTA Festivals have wrapped up and the 
final audition reports are being tabulated. 
Thanks to all chairpersons, students and 

teachers for the many hours spent on these 
worthwhile endeavors.

The 2018-19 changes made to IMTA Festivals 
have positively affected our bottom line. Since 
eliminating the 15-minute time slot, there was a 
notable increase in the number of  students who 
chose 30, 45 and 60-minute time periods. All 
centers were profitable except one, and overall a 
good increase in all areas was noted. As treasurer, 
my job becomes more enjoyable when students 
take advantage of  IMTA’s opportunities and we 
can actually make ends meet!

Hopefully, District Audition totals will 
sufficiently cover our state auditions bills. 
Again, please watch expenses closely so we 
don’t require an increase of  fees. 
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FDAMTA President

Joan Hopkins, NCTM, 
current president of  
Fort Dodge Area Music 
Teachers Association, 
and mentor chair for 
our state, graduated 
from University of  
Nebraska at Lincoln with 
Bachelors and Masters 

in Music Education, and has taught vocal 
and instrumental music in public schools, 
piano and voice for Iowa Central Community 
College, and maintained a home music 
studio throughout her career. MTNA has 
been a major continuing education as well 
as an opportunity to serve in local and state 
offices, getting acquainted with many music 
enthusiasts across our state and beyond.

QCMTA President

Kay Basham, NCTM has 
a private piano studio in 
Bettendorf, Iowa. Her 
students enjoy playing 
in IMTA festivals and 
auditions. She grew up 
on a farm near Jewell, IA. 
Kay holds a BME from 
Wartburg College. She 

taught elementary music in the school system, 
but most of  her 42 years of  teaching has been 
in her private piano studio. Kay has lived most 
of  her life in Iowa, but she enjoyed the 10 years 
she had the opportunity to live in Louisiana 
and be an active part of  LMTA. Kay has two 
grown daughters and four grandchildren. 

Quad City Music Teachers has a friendly and 
supportive membership. This collaborative 
membership has remained steady for several 
years. It is my vision this local association 
will grow in membership, providing a strong 
future for QCMTA. 

MTNI President

Gail Morris is a high school 
graduate of  Riceville 
Schools, Riceville, IA; 
a graduate of  Drake 
University with a Bachelor 
of  Music Education with 
a major in vocal and 
minors in flute and piano. 
She has maintained a 

private studio in Schaller, IA and Riceville, IA 
for the past 45+ years, teaching vocal, flute, 
and piano.

She taught K-6 vocal music in Clear Lake, IA 
from 1969-1971; K-12 vocal music at Schaller, 
IA from 1971-1974; owner/publisher of  the 
Stacyville, IA Monitor-Review newspaper 
from 1983-1994; and band instructor at 
Riceville Schools from 1994-2013, teaching all 
instruments. She currently has a private piano 
studio with eighteen students.

DBQMTA President

Sharon Jensen, NCTM 
holds music degrees from 
Calvin College, University 
of  Texas and University 
of  Michigan. As the 
recipient of  a Rotary 
Fellowship, she studied at 
the Hochschule for Musik 
in Vienna, Austria where 

she earned the Artist’s Diploma. Dr. Jensen 
was chair of  keyboard studies at Augustana 
College (Rock Island, IL) from 1986-1993 
where she was also a member of  the Augustana 
Trio. She is currently Assistant Professor of  
Music at Clarke University. Sharon is active 
as a teacher and adjudicator. In 2015 she was 
honored as the Nationally Certified Teacher 
of  the Year from the state of  Iowa.

Dubuque area is one of  the smaller 
associations in the state. In Dubuque there is 

| LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS |

VOLUNTEER & VISION
Local Presidents serving in 2018-19

Joan Hopkins Gail Morris

Kay Basham

Sharon Jensen

Continued on next page
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a long legacy of  fine teaching by teachers such 
as Pat Williams, Beverly Nichols and Joanne 
Wright. However there teachers who have 
retired and most of  our members currently 
have university positions which often prevents 
them from entering students in auditions and 
festivals. My vision is to tap into this valuable 
resource of  college faculty for programs and 
master classes and to encourage them to 
engage their private students in IMTA festivals 
and auditions.

NAMTA President

Jean Hilbert, NCTM of  
Waverly, Iowa became 
interested in the piano at 
age 5 and began private 
lessons at age 7. At age 
13 she became a church 
musician and also began 
writing her own music. 
During high school she 

participated in numerous solo piano festivals 
and competitions, accompanied multiple 
choirs, jazz band and ensemble groups, 
performed as a solo pianist and also taught a 
few young students. Following high school she 
attended Business College while continuing 
piano studies with a private teacher. In 1979 
she married her husband Barney and shortly 
thereafter began a career in the Mortgage 
Banking industry. While maintaining a day 
job, her passion for music continued to grow 
over the years as she began recording her own 
music and performing at local venues. She 
was the co-founder, pianist and composer for 
the Christian group “Reflections” from 2000-
2011. Her music has been aired on multiple 
radio stations as well as internet radio. In 
2010 and 2011 she had the privilege to work 
with Grammy nominated pianist/composer 
David Lanz and was named a finalist twice 
in the Instrumental category of  the Great 
American Song Contest. In 2014 she retired 
from Mortgage Banking and opened Mozart’s 
Place Piano studio. 

Jean is currently employed as a regular pianist 
at Von Maur Department Store in Cedar 
Falls, serves as Director of  Music at St. John 
Lutheran Church in Waverly and coaches 20 
students. She is a member of  BMI as well as 
MTNA, IMTA and NAMTA. Jean is IMTA’s 
newest NCTM as of  February 2019!

Jean’s vision for NAMTA is for us to be 
recognized in the community as group of  

professional music teachers who support and 
encourage one another and their students in 
all areas of  music making and to promote 
music and the arts throughout the Cedar 
Valley. In the future, I would like to see us 
involved in more community events such as 
the collaborative recital fundraiser that was 
held this fall.

DMMTA President

Sarah Robinson teaches 
a wide range of  ages 
and backgrounds from 
her private studio in 
Indianola, Iowa and is 
also an adjunct professor 
of  piano at Simpson 
College. She received her 
Master’s degree from the 

University of  Missouri in piano pedagogy and 
her Bachelor’s degree in piano performance 
from Wartburg College. In the past, she 
has taught through Wartburg College’s 
Tower School program and the University 
of  Missouri’s Community Music Program 
working with adults and children of  varying 
ages. She has also taught Group Piano Classes 
at the University of  Missouri for non-piano 
college music majors, non-music majors, 
young children, and adults spanning a broad 
range of  ages. Currently, Sarah is an active 
member of  IMTA and serves as president for 
the Des Moines Music Teachers Association 
and treasurer for the Southern Iowa Music 
Teachers Association. Her students regularly 
participate in IMTA’s pre-college auditions 
and have received honors at both the district 
and state level. 

DMMTA has had many new doors open 
and many teachers step up to be involved! 
Each teacher has so much to offer with 
their individual gifts and creativity. One of  
my favorite signs of  growth in our local is 
increased participation from members with 
a wide variety of  backgrounds. We have 
had collaborative programs with increased 
teacher involvement, monthly newsletters 
with increased teacher contributions, new 
members contributing new ideas for growth 
and community involvement

Sarah’s vision is for DMMTA to continue 

Sarah Robinson

Jean Hilbert

Continued on page 33

Continued from previous page
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Briar Cli� University meets 

CARNEGIE HALL

Friday, June 7, 2019 – Carnegie Hall
Executive Producer: Juliet Everist

To attend this exciting performance, contact Dr. Richard Steinbach for information on 
tickets and group travel arrangements to New York: richard.steinbach@briarcli�.edu.

Dr. Richard Steinbach
Pianist, Briar Cli� University

Eric Grossman
Violinist, Julliard School 

EXPERIENCE 
the Briar Cli� Di�erence: 
• Meet music professors dedicated to YOU.

• Find a sense of community - where friends become family.

• Choose a major or minor  in music and pursue your passion.

• Scholarships up to $8,000 per year for choral program 
   participants and $11,000 per year for music majors.

Schedule a visit at
briarcli�.edu/visit.
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4-DAY PIANO ACADEMY 
4-DAY VOCAL ACADEMY

JUNE 16-20, 2019
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

 >>INCREASE SKILLS<<
>>BUILD YOUR PERFORMING CONFIDENCE<<

>>GROW AS A MUSICAL LEADER<<
>>EXPERIENCE LIFE ON A BEAUTIFUL COLLEGE CAMPUS<<

 

Apply NOW before places fill up!
Registration deadline is May 1, 2019

www.augustana.edu/summer-academy
Questions? Call 309.794.7395

A U G U S T A N A
SUMMER
MUSIC 
ACADEMY
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to cultivate an innovative and supportive 
community for music teachers, raise standards 
of  music instruction, and promote a thriving 
musical culture throughout the state of  Iowa. 
DMMTA hopes to continue to grow and make 
a difference through additional platforms 
within the local for teachers to be involved 
and use their gifts, increased performance 
opportunities to give back to the community, 
and increased collaboration with local music 
stores to broaden our horizon of  events and 
opportunities.

CRAMTA President

Julia Andrews is an active 
performer of  chamber 
music and jazz piano across 
the Midwest. Andrews 
graduated with the Master 
of  Music degree from the 
University of  Nebraska, 
Lincoln. She graduated 
summa cum laude with 

two Bachelors’ of  Music degrees in piano 
and music theory from Texas Tech University. 
Previously Andrews was on the piano faculty 
of  Monmouth College and Knox College in 
Western Illinois. She owns Piano Works Piano 
Studio in Mount Vernon, Iowa. 

The Cedar Rapids MTA is an energetic local 
association committed to sharing music and 
offering opportunities to our students. We 
envision an organization where music is the 
primary focus of  every meeting and where 
teachers leave energized for their studios. 

SIMTA President

Rachel McCoy, NCTM 
lives in Osceola, Iowa and 
has been the president 
of  the Southern Iowa 
MTA local association 
for several years. During 
this time she has seen a 
complete turn over in 
membership with six 

teachers retiring and four teachers joining 
since 2010. Even with fewer members, SIMTA 
now has more students participating in IMTA 
Festivals and Auditions. 

The SIMTA group has five members and 
typically only meets quarterly to plan festivals, 
auditions, and the spring Piano Jamboree 
event. We do not have formal presentations at 
meetings, but often bring questions for each 

other to discuss. A couple of  members hold 
dual membership in the DMMTA group so 
they can attend their monthly programs. 

Our students would agree that the spring 
Piano Jamboree event is by far their favorite 
piano activity of  the year. Formerly called 
Piano Fest, it was started a number of  years 
ago by Jerie Gail Ramsey and several other, 
now retired, piano teachers in southern 
Iowa. Each year has a different theme, such 
as jazz, folk songs, church music, Chopin, 
Bach, Dennis Alexander, etc. Students learn 
one piece from the IMTA syllabus and one 
to match the theme to perform in a master 
class. On the day of  the event, students also 
participate in various other sessions related to 
the theme.

The vision of  the SIMTA group is to 
encourage and support its members through 
collaboration and networking. We are always 
looking to recruit new members.

ECMTA President

In her UI piano pedagogy 
classes, President Susan 
McGuire learned to 
compare and contrast 
the strengths and 
shortcomings of  various 
methods. Miss Cross 
insisted that students 
have a rationale for their 

teaching recommendations and be able to 
defend their choices armed with knowledge 
of  a wide spectrum of  teaching philosophies. 

For current and potential members of  
ECMTA, Susan wants to continue offering 
programs that will advance the goals of  
MTNA and IMTA. She hopes to provide 
a means for those who may not have the 
advantage or opportunity to attend formal 
classes, Our desire is to offer a forum for 
continued learning and enhancing experience 
already gained by all members. 

SWIMTA President

Julie Bond has been 
involved with IMTA 
since an early age, first 
as a student of  Berneil 
Hanson, then as a teacher 
in Council Bluffs. She 
attended Washburn 
University in Topeka, 

Susan McGuire

Continued on next page

Continued from page 30
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Kansas, then the University of  Nebraska 
Omaha, where she received her M.M. in 
Piano Performance. Julie began teaching in 
1987 while attending Washburn, and has 
maintained a piano studio in Council Bluffs 
since 1998. Her vision for SWIMTA is to 
provide an outlet for teachers in SW Iowa 
to come together and support each other, as 
well as provide performance and competition 
opportunities for the students of  SW Iowa.

SLAMTA President

Suzanne Winterhof  
received her B.A. in Music 
Education at Buena Vista 
College and taught music 
in area schools for 45 years 
(40 of  those at Aurelia 
Community School 
as Elementary Music 
Teacher). She affiliated 

with IMTA/MTNA in 1976 and earned 
NCTM status. Winterhof  was instrumental in 
organizing the Storm Lake group and chaired 
its Auditions for over 35 years. In addition to 
her teaching she has served the music program 
at St. John Lutheran Church, Storm Lake, as 
an organist/choir director since her college 
years and is a member of  the A.G.O. 

She and her husband reside on their farm 
south of  Aurelia and are the parents of  two 
married daughters (one is IMTA member 
Jeanette Hinkeldey, the other an attorney in 
Fort Dodge); they also have two grandchildren, 
and one great-granddaughter. 

Suzanne has served in volunteer positions 
for Iowa 4-H, and she and her husband are 
active in preservation of  the Hanover Village. 
Her hobbies include sewing, quilting and 
genealogy.

SEIMTA President

Virginia Garnjobst 
earned a BBA (Bachelor 
of  Bus. Admin) 1963, U 
of  Iowa, MA Business 
Communication, Business 
Education, 1978, U of  
Iowa and taught Business 
Education at Southeastern 
Community College for 

21 years (1969-1990).

As a child she studied piano for 10 years 
and quit at 15. She returned to lessons as 

an adult in 1987, primarily to play chamber 
music (especially, piano trio) with friends. 
After a move to Kentucky in 1990, she 
retired from teaching business and continued 
with adult piano lessons and playing piano 
trios. She started teaching piano lessons to 
neighborhood children in Kentucky in 1994. 
Her family returned to Iowa in 1997 as she 
continued taking lessons and teaching children 
until 2018 when she retired from teaching 
piano after 24 years.

Our strongest vision is more a determination 
to help our association decide upon its very 
existence. Not having hosted Festivals for 
several years, and this year, Auditions (we 
had no Chairperson), four teachers entered 
students in Iowa City to compete. If  we don’t 
host Auditions again next year, we’ll have 
to question our affiliation with IMTA and 
MTNA, and perhaps allow the teachers who 
have Auditions students to join another local 
association.

MTCI President

Donita McCoy has been 
a member of  MTNA, 
IMTA, and MTCI since 
1987 and has had a piano 
studio since that time. 
Previous to that she 
taught elementary strings 
in Ames and Boone 
(both one year substitute 

positions), worked at Bourns, an electronics 
factory that used to be in Ames, and taught 
strings at St. Cecilia school for 19 years.

She has also been a performing musician, 
playing bass in Des Moines Symphony for 50 
years (at the end of  this season), Central Iowa 
Symphony, as well as many free lance jobs 
around central Iowa.

In MTCI we strive to maintain a welcoming, 
supportive, community atmosphere and 
provide educational programs and fellowship 
for our members. Besides the usual auditions 
and festivals, we also cooperate with Town and 
Gown and Iowa State in supporting Master 
Classes with visiting artists. 

Continued from previous page
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he Annual Terrace Hill Piano 
Competition was held on February 
9, 2019.  IPTV hosted the event to 

showcase the junior division students with 
8 entrants from studios of  various Iowa 
instructors. Des Moines Music Teachers 
Association and Music Teachers of  Central 
Iowa presented monetary awards to two co-
winners: Caleb Ferreria student of  Margaret 
Runas, and Phoebe Thrall, student of   Dr. 
Suzanne Torkelson.

The Terrace Hill Endowment for Musical 
Arts was established by the Iowa Legislature 
in 1987 to support the Fine Arts in Iowa.  The 
objective was set to encourage talented 

young musicians around the state to pursue 
their musical goals. THEMA sponsors the 
statewide competition open to any Iowa 
high school graduate planning to further 
their music through study at an Iowa college 
or university. In 2003 a junior division was 
created to encourage students at the freshman, 
sophomore or junior years of  high school.  

The student performances were televised on 
the Iowa Public Television Network.  

Students of  high school age are 
encouraged to visit the website at:  
www.terracehillpianocompetition.org for 
application and guidelines.

Phoebe Thrall (Dr. Suzanne Torkelson), Tylar Meister, (Sophia Ahmad),Daylen DeRaad, (Doris Swanson),  
Caleb Ferreria, (Margaret Runas), Andrew Nguyen, (John Helmich),Alexandra Bryant, (Doris Swanson),  
Zak Dixon, (Judith Dixon), Oliver Chen, (Larisa Kanevski),

| COMPETITION NEWS |

IPTV SHOWCASES 
TERRACE HILL PIANO  
COMPETITION

T
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| COMPOSER COMMISSIONING |

CALLING ALL COMPOSERS!

Dr. Richard Steinbach 
imtacommissioning@gmail.com

A

Philip Wharton, the 
2019 IMTA  
Commissioned  
Composer. 

IMTA Commissioning Committee Chair

s I write this article for the Spring 
magazine, the new IMTA commissioned 
piece is being composed by our 2019 

winner, Philip Wharton in his New York 
Studio. Philip was thrilled to receive the IMTA 
commissioned composer of  the year award, 
and he is presently writing a new work for 
one piano - four hands. The new duet will be 
premiered at the IMTA convention in Lamoni 
in June. 

It’s now time to seek out composers for next 
year’s 2020 commissioning competition. If  you 
know of  a composer who might be interested 
in applying, please forward their contact 
information to me ASAP and I will send them 
the 2020 guidelines (imtacommissioning@
gmail.com). The application deadline is 
October 1, 2019, when applicants are required 
to send a sample of  their compositions. 
Applicants must have ties to Iowa (lived, 

studied, taught in Iowa, 
etc.) but they are not 
required to be current 
residents of  the state. Our 
2018 and 2019 winners 
were both born in Iowa, 
but they are currently 
working in New York 
City (Philip Wharton) and 
Virginia Tech (Charles 
Nichols). We collaborate 
each year with the Iowa 
Composers Forum and 
they will be sending out 
a “Call for Scores” to their members as well. 
But we have expanded our search nationwide 
so please let me know if  you have any 
recommendations for our next commissioned 
composer in 2020. 

PRO MUSICA SCHOLARSHIPS
Up to $4,000 for vocal, instrumental and  
piano students, regardless of major 

40 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Including Music, Music Education and Church Music

MUSIC ENSEMBLES & LESSONS
Choir, Kantorei, Wind Ensemble, Jazz Ensemble
Lessons in piano, organ, voice and other instruments

GRAND VIEW UNIVERSITY

music@grandview.edu

www.grandview.edu
1200 Grandview Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa

515-263-2800  •  800-444-6083
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Saturday, July 13, 2019
Wartburg College, Waverly, Iowa

NAMTA’s 36th  
Pedagogy Workshop

 
Workshop Registration Fee Amount

Registration $70
First Time Attendee Special Rate $60

Student Rate $20
Late Fee – for registrations received                                                                                        

a�er June 29 $20

 Total Fee

Dr. Janci Bronson Dr. Nicholas Roth

Name _____________________________________

Address  __________________________________

City______________________ Zip _____________

Phone  ____________________________________

Email _____________________________________

Waverly Hotels  
Comfort Inn  - 319-352-0399 
Cobblestone Inn - 1-888-217-1426 
Super 8  - 319-352-0888

Mail Registration & Checks (made out to NAMTA) to:
Jean Hilbert, 116 Eagle Ridge Dr., Waverly, IA 50677  
Jhilbert93@mchsi.com     319-239-3152

   Saturday, July 13, 2019
 8:30 am  Registration and Vendor
 9:00 am  New Music 
 10:30 am   Playing it cool!  Memorization, Performance Anxiety  
   and Other Aspects of Performance Preparation – Dr. Roth
 11:45 am -12:30 pm   Lunch
 12:30 pm      Teaching Musical Layers  Voicing Concepts  
   Demonstrated with IMTA Syllabus – Dr. Bronson
 2:00 pm    Master Class – Dr. Roth
 3:15 pm - 3:45 pm    Break
 3:45 pm  Pedagogical Refresher  Introducing and Teaching  
   Musical Rhythm and Reading – Dr. Bronson
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IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
with Frank Lévy

An essay on receiving and passing on 
traditions and the interconnection 
between teaching and performance

After Hiltbrand’s death I realized that many of  the other 
important recipients and transmitters of  great musical traditions 
were living in the United States. The intellectual descendants of  
such eminent European artists as Artur Schnabel and Mieczyslav 
Munz were performing and teaching in America, where they 
were—and still are—carrying on two important lineages—the 
one of  Busoni-Munz-Emanuel Ax and the one of  Beethoven-
Czerny-Leschetitzky-Schnabel-Leon Fleisher.

As I very much wanted to learn from these traditions, when the 
opportunity arose to study at the Peabody Conservatory with 
Leon Fleisher, who, for ten formative years, had been a student 
of  Schnabel’s, I came to America. I later studied with Emanuel 
Ax at the Juilliard School, where he had studied with Munz and 
where I was a faculty member (1995-2008).

Inheriting traditions is a serious responsibility, which raises the 
question of  how to transmit them. Do we merely repeat what 
we have been taught? Do we edit these teachings, and if  so, 
how? According to what principles?

To question and reevaluate a tradition is to make it come to 
life for each of  us. We accomplish this not by blindly following 
commonly accepted dogmas but by understanding the reasons 
behind the tradition. 

Often teachers advise the students to play Bach equally, with 
little dynamics and no pedal. Why? Let us explore the music 
that gave rise to this tradition and see which part we may agree 
with or reject.

Bach’s themes are often short and, due to their length, cannot 
support an extreme dynamic range. It is like a short street: its 
length predisposes the maximum speed, not how fast the car 
can go! Dynamics in Bach are commensurate with the length 
of  themes. Rachmaninov, on the other hand, writes broad 
themes that expand over many pages allowing for a much wider 

y life was changed 
by a musical meeting 
at the Geneva 

Conservatory when I was 
fifteen. It is there that I 
met Louis Hiltbrand, the 
teacher who transmitted to 
me a musical heritage of  
immense richness. One of  
the treasures of  this heritage 
was the musical philosophy 
of  Dinu Lipatti, who had 
chosen Hiltbrand to take 
over his teaching studio 
when he became ill. The 
studio then became known 
as the Lipatti-Hiltbrand 
studio [1].

Amongst the teachings I 
have been privileged to 
receive, I vividly remember 
this essential and meaningful 
one of  Lipatti: “One must 
serve music and not use 
music to serve oneself.” This 
spirit continues to nourish 
me daily. 

Frank Lévy
is an Award-winning teacher, Professor 
of Piano at San Jose State University 
School of Music and Dance, and the 

Co-Chair of the Young Pianist’s 
Beethoven Competition of the 
American Beethoven Society. 

He will serve as the guest clinician 
at the 2019 IMTA conference 

at Graceland University 
in Lamoni, Iowa 

on June 2,3,4, 2019

M
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To question and 
reevaluate a 

tradition is to make 
it come to life for 

each of us.

range of  dynamics. Therefore, it is the expression of  the music 
and the power of  the feelings that guide our playing, not the 
instrument used at the time of  the composition.

Mechanical limitations should not become emotional 
limitations. Bach and Handel made use of  many dynamics 
in their passions and oratorios, expressing a wide range of  
emotions; thus, the different dynamics. The harpsichord is 
not capable of  the dynamic range of  the voice because of  its 
mechanical limitations. Isn’t it a double standard to accept the 
expressive freedom of  vocal works by Handel but to wish for 
a dryer, more equal tone like that of  the harpsichord when one 
plays his Keyboard Suites on the modern piano?

The advent of  the pianoforte was quite 
an event: for the first time an instrument 
could, like the voice, sing forte or piano. 
It could, like the human voice, modulate, 
crescendo, diminuendo, affect the volume 
of  the sound! Why would we not use all 
of  its sonic possibilities and instead limit 
our interpretation to that of  the instrument 
available at the time of  the composition? 
Great music transcends its time and rarely 
corresponds to the framework, forms, and 
rules in place at the time of  its creation.

Bach’s music is often linear. When writing fugues for the 
keyboard, Bach writes “voices” when referring to the parts of  
the counterpoint. To imitate a single voice at the piano, one 
could use light pedal on every note. If  one uses a longer pedal 
over multiple notes, the music becomes more harmonic than 
melodic, and therefore, less vocal. This pedaling would be 
more suitable for the preludes which are instrumental in their 
nature and thus support a richer pedaling. The fact that Bach 
did not possess a pedal is irrelevant. I do not pedal according to 
instruments of  the time and dates of  birth of  the composers. 
As a musician, my pedaling is guided by the musical writing left 
by the composer, the character of  the piece, the desired texture 
I aim to achieve and the acoustics.

Our instinct is one of  the most important gifts at our disposal 
in life. We add knowledge to guide our instinct and, at the 
same time, our instinct can guide our knowledge. They are not 
mutually exclusive and should always work hand in hand in a 
triptych fashion: instinct-knowledge-instinct. When our instinct 
feeds our knowledge and our knowledge confirms our instinct, 
we have achieved a full circle.

As we study, all of  our knowledge either confirms our initial 
instinct for the piece or redirects it giving our instincts the 
power needed to play earnestly, intelligently, convincingly, and 
sincerely the music as one feels it needs to be played. When we 
are at peace with the inner meaning of  a piece of  music and the 
way we play, the soul is content and the music is free to soar.

In the movie “Titanic” the Captain receives multiple warning 
messages of  icebergs and yet orders more speed ahead. Why? 
In the movie, Brock Lovett says: “The Captain had 26 years of  

experience and training at the Naval Academy working against 
him. He figured that anything big enough to sink the ship would 
be seen in time to turn! The ship’s too big with too small a 
rudder. It did not corner worth a damn. Everything he knew 
was wrong.”

As the captains of  our own ship, we too can have twenty and 
some years of  Conservatory training working against us. Unless 
we listen, react, and adapt to all the facts that present themselves 
before us we too can have a lot of  knowledge and yet be wrong. 

As teachers we must also listen, react and adapt our knowledge 
to teach each student according to their nature and unique 
personality. Like a chiropractor, the teacher must align the 

playing with the heart of  the student.

Composers have left us their scores 
and we must try to divine and reveal all 
their intentions while keeping in mind 
that musical notation, just like musical 
instruments, has its natural boundaries 
and, therefore, cannot fully reflect the 
composer’s intentions. Just as a map of  a 
place is not the place itself, the notes in the 
score are not yet music. The notes are but 
symbols of  music yet to be heard.

When Yuri Egorov was asked: “Is the score like the Bible for 
you, or do you sometimes take liberties? He answered: “It is like 
the North, it is a direction but nobody lives there.” 

How does one remain true to the original spirit and emotions 
that composers felt at the moment of  creation, before they 
committed them to paper and crystallized their inspiration into 
notes? 

On a philosophical level, one could say that things we experience 
in our lives such as flowers or butterflies don’t actually mean 
anything by themselves, but rather that our experience of  
them has meaning. When Milos Forman was asked about the 
meaning of  his movie “One who flew over the cuckoo’s nest,” 
he answered: “It means what you think it means.” 

In the same way, one’s experience of  the musical score is what 
music means. The score needs us—not only to be played, but 
also to be brought to life and enriched by our uniqueness.

To me, the musical score and tradition are living things which 
aspire towards freedom. To observe and honor the freedom of  
the composers, we must in turn emancipate ourselves. 

Brahms said to the violinist Bronislaw Huberman, who had just 
performed his violin concerto, “It is not what I had in my mind, 
but don’t let me change a single note of  your playing, because 
what you do with my concerto is so beautiful.” And Chopin 
told a student: “You are trying to imitate me; come back next 
week and show me something that I haven’t seen in my work” 
[2]. Chopin never thought of  his music as a finished product. 
He called it “work in progress” [3].

Continued on page 65

| IN THE SPOTLIGHT |
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For more information, 
visit uiowa.edu/ismc

Join the University of Iowa School of Music for summer workshops taught by UI faculty and 
nationally-recognized guest artists.

SESSION ONE: JUNE 9-14   SESSION TWO: JUNE 16-21
Jazz – Jim Dreier, coordinator   Clarinet – Jorge Montilla, coordinator
Percussion – Dan Moore, coordinator  Piano – Alan Huckleberry, coordinator
       Viola – Christine Rutledge, coordinator

APPLICATION DEADLINES: 
May 10 – Resident Campers
May 31 – Commuter Campers

IOWA SUMMER 
MUSIC CAMPS JUNE 9-21, 2019
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Liszt wrote: “For the virtuoso, musical works 
are in fact nothing but tragic and moving 
materializations of  his emotion; he is called 
upon to make them speak, weep, sing and 
sigh, to recreate them in accordance with his 
own consciousness. In this way he, like the 
composer, is a creator, for he must have within 
himself  those passions that he wishes to bring 
so intensely to life.” [4] Rachmaninov wrote: 
“The mere matter of  the duration of  a pause 
upon a note depends upon its significance, 
and the soul of  the artist dictates to him just 
how long such a pause should be held.” [5]

We have to find freedom within the structure 
given by the composer which presupposes 
a thorough knowledge of  the structure to 
begin with. It is only on the basis of  thorough 
knowledge that one can truly make a choice. 
I believe that one of  the main purposes of  
teaching is providing untainted, all-inclusive 
knowledge of  the subject to enable the student 
to make an informed choice. 

In the movie “Star Wars”, Luke Skywalker is 
a “young master Jedi”, not a “young student 
Jedi”. I believe that even if  one acquires the 
title of  professor, in reality one is and will 
always be a student of  the score, the composer 
and life. I propose a different equation, one 
where we abolish hierarchy. We are both 
student of  the same score or we are both 
artists discussing different ways to interpret 
the signs in the score. 

An artist will always be an artist while a student 

thinking of  himself  as a student may only 
aspire to become a better student because 
they never took responsibility for their own 
choices and instincts. Hiltbrand said “It’s only 
when you reach for the impossible, that you 
find what is possible.”

I feel that I do not only teach subjects to young 
minds but also teach thinking by means of  
subjects. Teaching compels me to re-think my 
ideas as well as to continually read, research, 
and study. Thus, my students are presented 
with a variety of  points of  view, including 
some I don’t particularly like. Only then can 
the students be free to make their own choices 
as informed, unafraid, and free human beings. 

My students must learn to be responsible 
to the music, and finally they must have the 
courage to be artists, seeking not to please but 
to achieve what they know in their hearts they 
must do. Schnabel said that success occurs not 
when three thousand people shout bravo, but 
when the performer succeeds in playing the 
way he or she wanted to play [6]. 

Having to confront and resolve the many 
musical and performance issues faced by all 
musicians have made me a better and more 
supple teacher. Because my interpretations 
keep changing and evolving from concert to 
concert and from year to year, I cannot tell 
any students that there is one way to play a 
work, let alone a right way. Instead, I remind 
them to be responsible to all the signs and 
indications the composer has left us in the 
score, while encouraging their intellectual and 
emotional freedom to make musical decisions. 

Finally, I believe that in our goal-oriented 
society, it is crucial and beneficial for the soul 
to study subjects out of  purity—not for what 
they can do for you, but for their own sake—
and to achieve quality in one’s work. Chagall 
said: “One must work 120 percent, not for the 
money, fame or success, but for the quality! 
Because when you have the quality then you 
have a “raison d’être.” It is the quality that 
gives one pride; and pride in what one does 
gives meaning to one’s life.
References: [1] Tanasescu D. and Bargauanu G. Lipatti. 
London, UK: Kahn & Averill, 1996. [2] Eigeldinger 
J.-J. Chopin: Pianist and Teacher: As Seen by his Pupils. 
Cambridge University Press, 1988. [3] Samson J. The 
Cambridge Companion to Chopin. Cambridge University 
Press, 1994. [4] Walker, A. Reflections on Liszt. Cornell 
University Press, 2005. [5] Cooke, JF. Great Pianists on 
Piano Playing, Dover, 1917. [6] Schnabel A. My Life and 
Music. Dover Publications, Inc., 1988.

| IN THE SPOTLIGHT |
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Frank Lévy will serve as the guest clinician  
at the 2019 IMTA conference, 
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| CERTIFICATION NEWS |

our years ago when I retired from Mortgage banking and 
made the decision to open Mozart’s Place Piano Studio, a 
friend and colleague recommended that I check into 

certification. Though I felt the need to become certified, it 
seemed quite overwhelming at the time as I was getting my 
studio off  the ground and holding two music-related part-
time jobs in my ‘retirement’. As my studio began to grow and 
I became busy with all things music, pursuing certification 
seemed to fade into the background. After all, students and 
parents were happy, we were holding recitals, participating in 
festivals and performing whenever possible. Still, there was that 
question lurking in the back of  my mind: “Am I good enough? 
How do I know for sure I am doing things correctly and always 
using the best approach with my students”? It was this nagging 
question that motivated me to begin the certification process.

It was very helpful knowing I had both a state and local association 
chair to help answer any questions and seek clarification from 
MTNA when needed. I also received wonderful support and 
encouragement from my local association. In addition, I met 
with colleagues who are beginning their certification journey. 
Together we talked through project requirements and set 
goals for one another and ourselves. It is really motivating just 
knowing someone else is holding you accountable. 

My advice for those who are unsure about the process or feel 
they may not have the time; don’t let it overwhelm you – it is 
really very attainable. Most of  us already have good policies 
and business practices in place in our studios. We are teaching 
standard literature/theory/music history; we track the progress 
of  our students and are still performing ourselves on some 
level. I would recommend downloading the Teacher Profile 
Projects workbook and completing as much of  the work as 
possible before submitting your application. This really helped 
take much of  the pressure off  for me. 

In the process, I have learned to be a little kinder to myself. 
With my background as an auditor/business analyst, I tend 
to over-analyze everything I do and say. This process was no 
different and was especially true when it came to watching my 
teaching videos. I actually had a colleague watch the video with 
me and she helped me realize that it wasn’t how “perfectly” I 
thought I needed to verbalize a concept, but more importantly 
- did the student understand and did they respond well to the 
instruction? This process helped reinforce my belief  that it 
is important for all students to not only have a well-rounded 
curriculum, but for them to also enjoy the learning process. 
It also helped reinforce my belief  that there is music in every 
student and that it is important for us as teachers to adapt to 
their learning style - know what their challenges are as well as 
what motivates them and that it is ok to be creative at times. 

For me personally, the future 
benefit is simply a sense of  
confidence and balance. I 
already have two amazing 
part-time music jobs and as 
a plus, I get to enjoy passing 
on the joy of  music to my 
students. The certification 
was like a missing piece of  
the puzzle. It helped me 
gain confidence that I am 
meeting the standards for 
excellence in music teaching 
and giving my students a 
balanced and positive music 
learning experience. 

My key advice for others 
who are beginning the 
certification journey and 
completing the profile 
projects is to set realistic, 
attainable goals for yourself. 
Also, don’t be afraid to 
ask questions or seek 
clarification along the way. 

Congratulations to IMTA’s 
most recent NCTM!

A sense of  
confidence and balance

Congratulations
to IMTA’s 
most recent 
NCTM

Certification

F

Linda Allebach, NCTM
imtacertification@gmail.com

IMTA Certification Chair

Jean Hilbert, NCTM, is the featured newly certified member.
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IMTA Mentor Chair

| CERTIFICATION NEWS |

Linda Allebach, NCTM
imtacertification@gmail.com

I

IMTA Certification Chair

Explore your own path to 
certification! Linda is there to  
guide you as well as connect you 
with others who are undertaking 
this professional journey.  
Contact her today!

It’s no secret that I’m an advocate for 
certification. Several years before I earned 
my two college degrees in organ, I studied 
and completed the Service Playing and 

Colleague certifications of  the American 
Guild of  Organists (AGO). Even now after 
my college degrees, I am planning to go for 
the Ago Associate Certificate in the very near 
future. The discipline of  practicing, studying, 
and taking exams gave me definite goals and 
I grew in my competence as an organist for 
many different denominations as well as a 
teacher of  organ. The entire process made me 
grow as a professional and a musician.

Now as a Nationally Certified Teacher of  
Music, I feel a sense of  professionalism as I 
continue to develop studio procedures and 
teach all ages the love of  piano and organ. 
Although the certification process has evolved 
from the requirements I completed in 2010, 

it remains one of  the very best ways for 
independent music teachers to upgrade their 
skills. As a member of  the IMTA/MTNA, 
you are joining a group that validates your 
skills and credentials with a title. I promise 
that you will add new goals and insight into 
your teaching and renew your spirit towards 
music making all by becoming certified.

I will present a session about the certification 
process at our State Conference in Lamoni at 
4:30-5:30 pm on Monday, June 3rd. Even if  
you have just entertained the idea of  going 
for your NCTM, please don’t hesitate to come 
to this session. You will receive information 
and encouragement to begin and complete 
your journey towards becoming certified. As 
Jean Hilbert states in her article, it just might 
be “the missing piece of  the puzzle” in your 
professional career as a teacher and musician.

Bob Shultz’s 100th birthday party 
will be held on Saturday, May 25, 
2019 from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the 
Event Center at Deerfield Retirement 
Community, 13731 Hickman Road, 
Urbandale, Iowa. It will include a short 
program at 3 p.m.

Robert R. Shultz was born May 24, 
1919 in Kansas City, Missouri. He 
received B.M. and M.M. degrees 
from the Kansas City Conservatory 
of  Music. He was a Ford Foundation 
Scholar, receiving his M.E. and Ed.D. 
at Columbia University in New 
York City, with additional studies 
at the Juilliard School of  Music. He 
studied piano with Ann S. John, 
Wiktor Labunski, Carl Friedberg, and 
Katherine Bacon.

Bob held the positions of  Private 
to Staff  Sergeant in the U.S. Army for three and a half  years 
during World War II. He married Janet Currier in 1943, and 
they had two children, Roger and Cynthia. He joined the faculty 
at Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa and taught piano and 
theory from 1946 until his retirement in 1984, serving part of  
that time as Assistant Dean for the Music Department. Janet 
passed away in 1993. In 2003 he married Rosalie Peterson Neff. 
They moved to Deerfield Retirement Community in Urbandale 
in October 2015 and enjoy living there.

Bob served as president of  the 
Iowa Music Teachers Association 
and Civic Music Association, was 
on the board of  directors for the 
Des Moines Symphony, and was a 
member of  Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. 
One of  his chief  interests was to 
connect private music teachers, 
through IMTA, with college teachers 
who were willing to assist them 
with advanced teaching materials. 
The Music Teachers National 
Association presented him with the 
Iowa Foundation Fellow award in 
2015. Bob was awarded the IMTA 
Distinguished Service Award in 
1983. Bob was an adjudicator for a 
multitude of  piano competitions, a 
piano tuner, a woodworker, and built 
a Mozart piano and a harpsichord. 
He wrote the manual, The Pianists 

Interpretation of  Bach, used by many teacher and students.

IMTA Members: Please send cards or plan to attend this joyful 
celebration for Robert Shultz who has given so much to IMTA 
over many years! 
Robert Shultz
Deerfield Retirement Community
13731 Hickman Road, 
Urbandale, Iowa 50323

IMTA past-president to celebrate 100 years

Robert Schultz
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Music
at Luther

Luther College Music

Home to one of the finest 
piano collections in the 
region!
�  Generous renewable scholarships
� 800+ student musicians of all majors
� 50+ top-tier music professors
� 5 choirs, 3 orchestras, 3 bands,  

and 2 jazz bands 

music.luther.edu 
stream.luther.edu/music
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West Music is proud to offer 
Iowa’s finest selection of 

Steinway & Sons and Yamaha 
brand pianos supported by 

the dependable sales staff and 
service of West Music.

Iowa’s Choice for 
the Finest Pianos

pianos.westmusic.com

CEDAR FALLS  •  CEDAR RAPIDS  •  CORALVILLE  •  DECORAH   
  DES MOINES PIANO GALLERY  •  DUBUQUE  •  QUAD CITIES

Play now. Play for life.
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| TEACHER FEATURE |

NEW MEMBERS:
Patrick Emge, Kyle McGowan,  
& Esther Gamalski

Joan Hopkins, NCTM
imtamentorchair@gmail.com

Welcome!

G et to know some of  our newer members! 
Each has been contacted with a letter 
of  welcome. When I receive their 

information from the membership chair, Julie 
Bond, they are asked to reply whether they 
are in contact with their local, or have any 
questions about our events, schedules, etc.  It 
has been helpful to add information to their 
welcome letter about our up-dated website 
and how to access it as a member of  IMTA.  
Many of  the questions from new members are 
answered at iamta.org.

We value our current members who are always 
willing to connect a new member to their local 
association and provide them with additional 
information.

If  you have a friend or colleague who would 
benefit by joining IMTA and would like more 
information, please let us know and help us 
keep the lines of  communication open!

Patrick Emge, earned a Bachelor of  Science 
degree and secondary teaching license from 
Iowa State University. He served as a teaching 
assistant at a special education elementary 
school, and served as a youth counselor at an 
inner city youth center in Baltimore, Maryland. 
Patrick taught high school science in Lone 
Tree, Iowa. He also spent 11 years in the Army 
Reserve and active duty. He studied piano 
for a combined total of  sixteen years and his 
beginnings (second grade through high school) 
were with Liz McDermott of  Shenandoah, 
Iowa. While taking lessons with Liz, Patrick 
earned nine consecutive superior ratings in the 
Corner Keynotes competition. He then took 

lessons during his freshman year in college. After a long hiatus, he began lessons again 
to correct a flawed technique. He met Judith Veeder of  Des Moines, Iowa in 2000, and 
she introduced him to the Dorothy Taubman approach to playing the piano. He studied 
with Judy for five years. Currently a resident of  Ames, Iowa, Patrick accepts students of  
all ages. 

New Member
Patrick Emge

Patrick Emge

IMTA Mentor Chair
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Esther Gamalski

Kyle McGowan was born and raised in the 
Philadelphia suburbs and started learning 
to play the piano at the age of  four. Since 
then, playing music has been a big part of  
her life. She played various instruments in 
school band; the clarinet, flute, horns and 
percussion. Kyle started teaching a few 
piano and flute students at the age of  18 and 
kept up teaching a few students while she 
attended Gwynedd-Mercy College, and later 
while she worked at a career in Computer 
Software Development. 

Upon having her son twenty years ago, and 
retiring from her computer career, Kyle was 
hired as a Worship Leader and started a 
contemporary worship service at St. Luke’s 
United Church of  Christ in Trappe, PA. 
A few years later, she took a position at 
Coventry Christian Schools in Pottstown, 
PA, as a general music and choral teacher in 
the secondary school. Shortly after that, her 
family moved to The Netherlands, where 
she began a piano studio, the International 
Piano Academy, and taught piano for 
students of  the International School in 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. In 2008, her 
family again moved, this time to Urbandale, 
Iowa, where Kyle started the Heartland 
Music Academy, where she currently enjoys 
teaching over 40 school-aged and adult 
students. Kyle has recently completed the 
Royal Conservatory of  Music’s Elementary 

Growing up, Esther always enjoyed music 
and playing the piano. She began seriously 
taking lessons at age nine, and continued 
to develop her skill through high school 
and college. In college, she studied with 
Dr. Sharon Jensen formerly piano and 
music faculty at Emmaus Bible College and 
current piano faculty at Clarke University in 
Dubuque, Ia. 
During this time, she had the opportunity to 
take a piano pedagogy course and through it 
gained five students and a love of  teaching. 
She continued her education at Mount 
Mercy University in Cedar Rapids, IA where 
she studied with Tony Nickle. She received 
her BA in Music in 2015. Although not 

New Member
Kyle McGowan

New Member
Esther Gamalski 

and Intermediate Teaching courses 
and has enjoyed employing some 
fresh ideas in her studio. 

Kyle says, “My teaching philosophy 
is simple: My primary goal is to 
foster an environment where 
students grow to enjoy music and 
learn to be proficient pianists for 
their lifelong enjoyment of  music. 
To enable this, I believe several 
things must be in place: A good 
solid basis for understanding music, 
which includes music theory; lessons 
in piano technique including, but 
not limited to, movement and 
mechanics exercises, and hand-strengthening 
exercises; exercises in ear-training to be able 
to identify tones, chords, and rhythm patterns; 
learning how to sight-read proficiently; and, 
most importantly, an environment that fosters 
the student’s self-esteem and a system that 
rewards progress and promotes success.” 

Kyle lives in Urbandale with her husband, 
Dave, their son, Dan, and Schnoodle, Dex. 
In her spare time, Kyle enjoys spending time 
with her family and friends going to concerts, 
playing tennis, golfing, and watching her 
favorite soccer team, Liverpool. 

currently involved in music activities, 
she looks forward to making many 
connections in Cedar Rapids. Her 
future plans include to pursuing 
a Masters in piano pedagogy. She 
came to MTNA through Sharon 
Jensen’s influence. She was involved 
in the Mid-State group in Florida and 
learned much from the conferences 
and wishes to continue in Iowa. 

Kyle McGowan

| TEACHER FEATURE |
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DISCOVER YOUR PASSION AT WALDORF
TRADITION  //  PASSION  //  COMMUNITY  //  SUCCESS

Generous scholarships support the music-making tradition of Waldorf University. For those with wind, string, 
vocal, or piano pro�ciency, and a willingness to participate in any of our performance ensembles, a maximum 
of $64,000 (over four years) is awarded, regardless of the major course of study during matriculation. 
Similar scholarships are available for all music majors and minors. Music Education majors may apply for a 
one-semester extension, if required for their student teaching practicum.

We o�er:
// Nurturing and experienced faculty

// Small student to teacher ratios

// 4 ensembles:

 // Choir, Band, Schola Cantorum and Percussion Ensemble 

 // Cross-campus activitiy participation, including athletics

Degree programs:
// Bachelor of Arts in:

 // Church Music

 // Performance (Vocal, Instrumental & Piano)

 // Arts Management

 // Bachelor of Science in:

 // Music Education (K-12 Vocal & Instrumental)

For full audition and application information, visit waldorf.edu.

#DiscoverWaldorf
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Two hundred years ago, on Sept. 13, 1819, in 
Leipzig, Saxony, Clara Wieck was born to piano 
teacher Friedrich Wieck and his wife Marianne, 
a celebrated singer at the Gewandhaus. As a 
child of  two of  the leading musicians of  the 
city, she was destined to become a musician 
in her own right, and indeed became one of  
the leading figures of  the Romantic era. When 
she was five, her parents divorced, limiting 
her contact with her mother and putting 
her upbringing and musical training almost 
entirely in the hands of  her father. Friedrich 
Wieck’s training of  his daughter followed 
the tenets he had developed as a teacher, but 
required diligent study and practice for much 
of  the day, often to the detriment of  her other 
education.

When young Robert Schumann came to 
study with Friedrich Wieck, Clara was already 
beginning what would be a long career of  
performing and composing. Schumann moved 
in with the family and the two developed a 
close relationship despite Wieck’s disapproval, 
resulting in the well-documented court battle 
and bitter struggle to marry. In the recent book 
by Judith Chernaik, “Schumann: The Faces 
and the Masks,” the author examines the long-

accepted narrative of  Schumann’s damage to 
his hand, as well as cites research that suggests 
he was not only involved with other women 
during his infatuation with Clara, but was also 
drinking and unlikely to be able to support a 
family. However, the musical bond the two 
shared was stronger than the obstacles that 
Wieck put forward or the inequity in earning 
power and they married shortly before her 
21st birthday; the couple spent the first weeks 
of  their marriage studying the Fugues from 
the Well-Tempered Clavier by Bach together 
as documented in the diary Robert gave Clara 
as a wedding gift.

During the years 1841 to 1854, the couple 
had eight children, with Clara’s family 
responsibilities curtailing her career and 
composing, although she taught at the 
Leipzig Conservatory, continued to compose 
occasionally, and toured when possible. 
Through her concertizing, she changed the 
format and repertoire of  the piano recital, 
moving away from personal compositions 
to those of  Bach, Beethoven, and other 
living composers. She was the first to 
perform publicly any work by Johannes 
Brahms (Variations and Fugue on a Theme 
by Handel), and promoted her husband’s 
compositions through performance and 
editing for publication.

Despite Robert’s encouragement to continue 
her composing, much of  Clara Schumann’s 
work in this area slowed during the years of  
their marriage. The music attributed to Clara 
shows that she had a talent for composition, 
with various piano concertos, choral pieces, 
songs, and chamber works included in her 
output. But as Robert’s career as a composer 
and conductor began to develop, her career 
as a composer and performer was curtailed. 
As it was difficult for women to publish 
during this era, it is possible that some of  her 
work was published as Robert’s, or that they 
collaborated on compositions that were later 
published under his name.

Following Robert Schumann’s attempted 
suicide, he was committed to an asylum for 
the last two years of  his life. During this 
period, at the age of  34, Clara became the sole 
breadwinner for the family, and continued 
to maintain the household, while returning 
to concertizing as a means of  providing for 
Robert’s medical bills as well as the children’s 
upkeep. The musical friendships with violinist 

Dr. Suzanne Torkelson

Clara Wieck at the age of 15 
Lithograph by Julius Giere, 
Hanover 1835
Robert Schumann House, Zwickau

The Musical Legacy  
of  Clara Schumann
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Joseph Joachim, as well as with Johannes 
Brahms provided her with opportunities for 
performance. Over her career, Clara gave 
over 200 concerts with Joachim in Germany 
and England. The two were renowned for 
performances of  Beethoven’s sonatas for 
violin and piano.

Clara first went to England in April of  
1856, while Robert was still living. She 
performed his piano concerto with the New 
Philharmonic Society and wasn’t entirely 
satisfied with the musical result, but returned 
many times during the next years to perform 
many of  the works of  her late husband, as 
well as to collaborate with Joachim, cellist 
Alfredo Piatti, and several others in a series of  
“Popular Concerts” of  chamber music. The 
concerts in England were very well received 
with reviews of  “tempestuous applause.” 

The number of  concerts that Clara Schumann 
performed is astounding – over 1300 concert 
programs from performances 
throughout Europe between 1831 
and 1889 have been preserved. 
In earlier concerts, her repertoire, 
selected by her father, was showy 
and popular in the style common 
to the time, heavily relying on 
composers such as Czerny, Thalberg, 
Kalkbrenner, and Henselt, as well as 
her own compositions. After 1840, 
the programs include the works of  her 
husband, as well as Johannes Brahms, 
Felix Mendelssohn, and Frederic Chopin. 
In addition to her own Concerto in am, 
she composed a Konzertsatz in fm, left 
unfinished. Her 1865 performance in Great 
Britain of  Beethoven’s Piano Concerto no. 
5 was highly acclaimed.

During the years 1857 to 1873, Clara 
Schumann re-established herself  as one of  
the most formidable pianists of  her day. In 
1875, at the age of  56, she consulted a doctor 
for what appears to have been an arm injury, 
and was advised to cut back on her practice 
and performing. After eighteen months of  
rest, she returned to the concert stage in 
March of  1875. Despite this injury, and the 
long period required to recuperate from it, she 
continued to perform actively. 

In 1878, she was appointed teacher of  piano 
at the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt, 
where her influence continued through such 

students as Carl Friedberg (Juilliard School), 
and Mathilda Verne (Royal College of  Music). 
While there, she was known for her teaching 
of  a natural technique that was instrumental 
in the improvement of  modern piano playing. 
She played her last public concert in Frankfurt 
in 1891, performing Brahms’ Variations on 
a Theme by Haydn with her conservatory 
colleague James Kwast. On March 26, 1896, 
she suffered a stroke, and died the 20th of  
May at age 76. 

Clara Schumann’s legacy is important in many 
ways. She promoted the music of  Robert 
Schumann, helping to establish him as one 
of  the foremost composers of  the Romantic 
era for piano. In addition, her long friendship 
with Johannes Brahms and promotion of  his 
works gave his music an audience. Her work 
at the Hoch Conservatory passed 
the tradition of  

German Romantic pianists to 
young pianists in the late 19th 
century, and her compositions 
continue to find acceptance 
in their own right. With the 
responsibilities she carried, 
as well as the difficulties for 
women performers in her 
lifetime, her contribution to 
music is a legacy that continues 
even two hundred years after 
her birth. 

Clara Schumann performed over  
1300 concerts, playing many of 
her own compositions.
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Eppley Auditorium      Sioux City, Iowa
morningside.edu

All performances are free and open to the public For additional information call (712) 274-5210

The Morningside College experience cultivates a passion for life-long learning

and a dedication to ethical leadership and civic responsibility.

Douglas Humpherys
Piano

Friday, April 5
7:30 p.m.

Yi-Yang Chen
Piano

Saturday, January 19 
7:30 p.m.

Yekwon Sunwoo
Piano

Thursday, February 14
7:30 p.m.

Alan & Alvin Chow
Piano Duo

Saturday, November 3
7:30 p.m.

Andrew Russo
Piano

Saturday, October 13
7:30 p.m.

Shichao Zhang & Stephanie March
Cello & Piano Duo

Saturday, October 6
7:30 p.m.

Lydia Artymiw
Piano

Sunday, September 16
3:00 p.m.

2018 - 2019
PIANO RECITAL SERIES
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held January 19, 2019 at Grand View University
Chair: Judy Dixon; Co-Chair, Gloria Faust 
Adjudicators: Cyndie Caruth, NCTM; Sue Hudson, NCTM

Des Moines Suburbs

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Bella De Haan (Kuyper)  
Winner: Kaden Li (Schroeder)  
1st Alternate: Ashley Zhu (Schroeder)  
2nd Alternate: Asher Palagummi (LaFleur)  
Honorable Mention: Ketziah Wittenberg (Kuyper) 
Level B
Winner: George Shcharansky (Jarrell)  
Winner: Isabelle Turner (Kaplan)  
1st Alternate: Alexandra Kosokina (Jarrell)  
2nd Alternate: Rebekah Wittenberg (Kuyper)  
Honorable Mention: Alanna Evers (Dixon)  
Honorable Mention: Raina Koenigs (Schliesman)  
Honorable Mention: Noah Menke (Corbett)  
Honorable Mention: Kira Roberts (McFadden)  
Honorable Mention: Tristan Rulli (Schroeder)

Level A 
98% Ashley Zhu (Schroeder)
96% Asher Palagummi (LaFleur)
94% Kaden Li (Schroeder)
92% Bella De Haan (Kuyper)
Level B
98% Tristan Rulli (Schroeder)
96% Brandon Turner (Kaplan)
94% Raina Koenigs (Schliesman)
94% Laura Streck (Schliesman)
94% Rebekah Wittenberg (Kuyper)
92% Nate Fackler (Corbett)
90% Emily Heitzman (Schliesman)
90% Isabelle Turner (Kaplan)

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level C
Winner: Meredith Heggen (Schroeder)  
Winner: Zoe Podlich (Schroeder)  
1st Alternate: Lily Dixon (Dixon)  
2nd Alternate: Hudson Jaques (Schroeder)  
Honorable Mention: Esha Bolar (Dixon)  
Honorable Mention: Shea Johnson (Corbett)
Level D 
Winner: Tina Liu (Dixon)  
Alternate: Kevin Chow (Kaplan)  
Honorable Mention: Dora Roorda (Kuyper) 
Level E
Winner: Joanne Wu (Dixon)  
Alternate: April DeFord (LaFleur)  
Honorable Mention: Andrew Chang (Dixon)
Level F
Winner: Zach Dixon (Dixon)  
Alternate: Maya Shah (Smith)

Level C
98% Meredith Heggen (Schroeder)
98% Zoe Podlich (Schroeder)
98% Olivia Tice (Smith)
96% Shea Johnson (Corbett)
94% Esha Bolar (Dixon)
94% Ella Van Der Hart (Lauritsen)
90% Lily Dixon (Dixon)
90% Will Kline (Corbett)
Level D 
94% Sarah Moews (Smith)
92% Kevin Chow (Kaplan)
92% Dora Roorda (Kuyper)

Level E
100% Joanne Wu (Dixon)
98% Tirzah Wittenberg (Kuyper)
94% April DeFord (LaFleur)
90% Andrew Chang (Dixon)
Level F
94% Zach Dixon (Dixon)
94% Maya Shah (Smith)
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held January 19, 2019 at Coe College 
Chair: Allison Chenoweth; Co-Chair, Amber Riggenbach
Adjudicators: Kay Basham, Elisa Cooper, Abbie Brewer

Cedar Rapids

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Sahana Nagarajan (Davis)  
Winner: Everett Sams (Linville)  
1st Alternate: John Paul Kuefler (Leier)  
2nd Alternate: Sam Banaszek (Riggenbach)  
Honorable Mention: Will Baumann (Chenoweth)  
Honorable Mention: Isabella Frese (Chenoweth)  
Honorable Mention: Eleanor Guerra (Guerra)  
Honorable Mention: Maya Lindwall (Linville)  
Honorable Mention: Emma Manthe (Riggenbach) 
Level B
Winner: Brylea Bildstein (Andreesen)  
Winner: Grace Luo (Westphalen)  
1st Alternate: James Zhao (Riggenbach)  
2nd Alternate: Abby Wilcox (Riggenbach)  
Honorable Mention: Olivia Coates (Bunjer)  
Honorable Mention: Greta Hansen (Bunjer)  
Honorable Mention: Brevyn Morrissey (Linville)  
Honorable Mention: Matthew Murray (Westphalen)
Level C
Winner: Jayce Hingtgen (Westphalen)  

Level A 
100% Everett Sams (Linville)
98% Isaac Anderson (Knight)
98% John Paul Kuefler (Leier)
96% Emma Manthe (Riggenbach)
96% Elias Marshall (Chenoweth)
94% Isabella Frese (Chenoweth)
94% Sawyer GREINER (Greiner)
90% Sam Banaszek (Riggenbach) 
Level B
98% Brylea Bildstein (Andreesen)
98% Olivia Coates (Bunjer)
96% Matthew Murray (Westphalen)
96% Abby Wilcox (Riggenbach)
94% Greta Hansen (Bunjer)
92% Avery Riehl (Kastens)
92% James Zhao (Riggenbach)

Winner: Marcelle Strait (Linville)  
1st Alternate: Brian Li (Riggenbach)  
2nd Alternate: Tejas Gururaja (Davis)  
Honorable Mention: Victoria Brewster (Barnett)  
Honorable Mention: Anna Kuefler (Leier)
Level D 
Winner: Joslynn Ovel (Riggenbach)  
Winner: Jackson Schloss (Kastens)  
1st Alternate: Aadarsh Kumar (Leier)  
2nd Alternate: Isaiah Gibbins (Bunjer)  
Honorable Mention: Josephine Murray (Westphalen)  
Honorable Mention: Nikhil Reuben (Chenoweth)  
Honorable Mention: Melissa Wang (Westphalen) 
Level E
Winner: Liliya Ward (Leier)  
1st Alternate: Paul Scanlon (Getz)  
Honorable Mention: Allie Schumacher (Andrews)
Level F
Winner: James Hecht (Westphalen)  
1st Alternate: Madeline Fox (Westphalen)

90% Grace Luo (Westphalen) 
Level C
100% Gwendolyn Morris (Andrews)
96% Meredith Beer (Riggenbach)
96% Tejas Gururaja (Davis)
96% Gracie Schwartz (Chenoweth)
94% Jayce Hingtgen (Westphalen)
94% Elena Schmit (Chenoweth)
92% Ella Gerber (Bell)
92% Anna Kuefler (Leier)
92% Graedyn Morrissey (Linville)
92% Katherine Stone (Knight)
90% Lily Schloss (Kastens)
90% Marcelle Strait (Linville) 
Level D 
98% Aadarsh Kumar (Leier)
96% Joslynn Ovel (Riggenbach)

96% Subhika Rao (Bell)
96% Cheryl Reuben (Chenoweth)
94% Jackson Schloss (Kastens)
92% Isaiah Gibbins (Bunjer)
92% Nikhil Reuben (Chenoweth)
90% Kaia Kempf  (Kastens) 
Level E
100% Vivian Shanley (Westphalen)
96% Paul Scanlon (Getz)
96% Allie Schumacher (Andrews)
94% Liliya Ward (Leier)
92% Ben Hinz (Knight)
92% Laura Olson (Leier)
Level F
98% James Hecht (Westphalen)
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held January 26, 2019 at Iowa State University 
Chair: Larisa Kanevsky; Co-Chairs, Donita McCoy, John Devlin 
Adjudicators: Dr. Jason Sifford, Nancy Cree, Linda Benson, Dr. Sharon Jensen

Ames

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

2nd Alternate: Gretchen Mizerak (Bronson)  
Honorable Mention: Chloe Berns-Schweingruber (Nakatani)  
Honorable Mention: Tiffany Fang (Forrest) 
Honorable Mention: John Higgins (Forrest)  
Honorable Mention: Claire Scheibe (Kanevski) 
Level D 
Winner: Laura Chen (Kanevski)   
Winner: Tejas Tirthapura (Nakatani)  
1st Alternate: Nikolay Silkin (Kanevski)   
2nd Alternate: Aubrey Mizerak (Bronson)  
Honorable Mention: Lindy Chen (Liao)
Level E
Winner: Angelina Chen (Kanevski)   
Winner: Lucy Gannon (Kanevski)   
Winner: Helen Mao (Kanevski)   
1st Alternate: Yure Zhu (Kanevski)   
2nd Alternate: Devon Tsia-Olson (Kanevski) 
3rd Alternate: Eddie Wei (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Lizzie Deng (Kanevski)   
Honorable Mention: Arunadee Fernando (Forrest)  
Honorable Mention: Katie Gu (Forrest)  
Honorable Mention: Steven Tian (Forrest)
Level F 
Winner: Oliver Chen (Kanevski)   
Winner: Lawrence Deng (Kanevski)   
1st Alternate: Tanya Fan (Kanevski)  
2nd Alternate: Ashley Xu (Huang)  
Honorable Mention: Hannah Huang (Kanevski)

Level A 
Winner: Natalie Westort (Kanevski)  
Winner: Joy Zhang (Kanevski)   
1st Alternate: Harry Wang (Wong)  
2nd Alternate: Ethan Wang (Wong)  
Honorable Mention: Daniel Carlson (Kanevski)   
Honorable Mention: Lucas Du (Kanevski)   
Honorable Mention: Masha Kovnir (Kanevski)   
Honorable Mention: Theo Westort (Kanevski)  
Level B
Winner: Leanna Kim (Kanevski)   
Winner: Micky Wu (Wong)  
1st Alternate: Alyssa Zheng (Kanevski)   
2nd Alternate: Lynda Sun (Liao) 
Honorable Mention: Raylene Chen (Liao)  
Honorable Mention: Sophia Kyveryga (Kanevski)  
Level C1
Winner: Amaya Dassanayake (Kanevski)   
Winner: Adam Zhu (Kanevski)   
1st Alternate: Sherry Wang (Wong)  
2nd Alternate: Fyona Shi (Liao)  
Honorable Mention: Jenna Kim (Kanevski)   
Honorable Mention: Vienna Rossmanith (Kanevski)  
Honorable Mention: Veronica Smith (Huang)  
Honorable Mention: Maia Westort (Kanevski)  
Honorable Mention: Sarah Yao (Wong)  
Honorable Mention: Siray Zhu (Wong) 
Level C2 
Winner: Jiewen Luo (Lin)  
Winner: Laurel Mizerak (Bronson)  
1st Alternate: Sevilin Gul (Kanevski)   
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Ames
THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level A 
100% Chloe Lee (Forrest)
96% Daniel Carlson (Kanevski)
96% Emma Ke (Liao)
96% Masha Kovnir (Kanevski)
96% Anneka Singh (Kanevski)
96% Joy Zhang (Kanevski)
92% Chloe Lu (Liao)
90% Harry Wang (Wong) 
Level B
100% Raylene Chen (Liao)
100% Nathan Lee (Forrest)
100% Claire Lu (Liao)
98% Sophia Kyveryga (Kanevski)
96% Leanna Kim (Kanevski)
96% Qimeng Li (Forrest)
96% Micky Wu (Wong)
94% Miles Britt (Izbicki)
92% Lynda Sun (Liao)
92% Alyssa Zheng (Kanevski)
Level C
100% Vienna Rossmanith (Kanevski)
100% Siray Zhu (Wong)
98% Fyona Shi (Liao)
96% Adam Zhu (Kanevski)

94% Veronica Smith (Huang)
94% Grace Wu (Forrest)
92% Amaya Dassanayake (Kanevski)
92% Jenna Kim (Kanevski)
Level C2 
100% Gretchen Mizerak (Bronson)
100% Akshay Sarda (Forrest)
98% Chloe Berns-Schweingruber 
(Nakatani)
98% Laurel Mizerak (Bronson)
98% Claire Scheibe (Kanevski)
96% Sevilin Gul (Kanevski)
96% John Higgins (Forrest)
94% Tiffany Fang (Forrest)
94% Stuart Nebel (Farley)
92% Jiewen Luo (Lin) 
Level D 
100% Lindy Chen (Liao)
100% Raychie Chen (Liao) 
100% Tejas Tirthapura (Nakatani)
98% David Dong (Liao)
98% Sivani Manimaran (Wong)
98% Aubrey Mizerak (Bronson)
94% Preksha Sarda (Forrest)
92% Laura Chen (Kanevski)

92% Seojin Lee (Kanevski)
92% Mengze Li (Forrest)
92% Nikolay Silkin (Kanevski)
92% Claire Smith (Kanevski)
90% Emily Poag (Wong) 
Level E
100% Lucy Gannon (Kanevski)
100% Helen Mao (Kanevski)
100% Steven Tian (Forrest)
98% Angelina Chen (Kanevski)
98% Devon Tsia-Olson (Kanevski)
98% Eddie Wei (Kanevski)
98% Yure Zhu (Kanevski)
96% Lizzie Deng (Kanevski)
96% Katie Gu (Forrest)
96% Henry Tang (Kanevski)
90% Catherine Merchant (Forrest)
90% Jacob Xing (Kanevski)
Level F 
96% Oliver Chen (Kanevski)
96% Ezekiel DeBoest (Kanevski)
96% Lawrence Deng (Kanevski)
92% Lydia Berns-Schweingruber 
(Nakatani)
90% Hannah Huang (Kanevski)

| COMPETITION RESULTS |
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• Distinctively student-centered department
• Focused on developing each future performer or 

educator
• Classical piano, jazz improvisation or ensemble, 

and ample collaborative opportunities for pianists
• Perform on our Bösendorfer Grand Imperial piano
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SIMPSON JAZZ CAMP

• June 9-14, 2019
• Registration is now open
• For more information visit: 

musicatsimpson.wixsite.
com/jazzcamp

 

simpson.edu/music
facebook.com/MusicAtSimpson

For more information contact:
Department of Music 
musicatsimpson@simpson.edu  |  515-961-1637
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held January 26, 2019 at Wartburg College 
Chair: Laurie Braaten-Reuter; Co-Chair: Pat Riddle 
Adjudicators: Dr. Nicholas Roth; Dr. Elizabeth Allison

NAMTA

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Mason Li (Torkelson)  
Alternate: Delia Morgan (Riddle)  
Honorable Mention: Colin Thompson (Martin)
Level B
Winner: Ethan Boyle (Torkelson)  
Alternate: Kevin Du (Torkelson)  
Honorable Mention: Helen Peng (Torkelson)  
Honorable Mention: August Treinen (Boyle) 
Level C
Winner: Nyle Vallem (Reuter)  
Alternate: Jessica Treinen (Boyle)  
Honorable Mention: Summer Lim (Torkelson)  
Honorable Mention: Cedric Liu (Torkelson)

Level D 
Winner: Chaylie Lippert (Reuter)  
Winner: Dino Vallem (Reuter)  
1st Alternate: Kimi Du (Torkelson)  
2nd Alternate: Mindy Li (Torkelson)  
Honorable Mention: Britain Atkins (Torkelson)  
Honorable Mention: Laurel Huffman (Torkelson) 
Level E
Winner: Preston Atkins (Torkelson)  
Alternate: Ian Lewis (Reuter)
Level F
Winner: Astoria Chao (Torkelson)  
Alternate: Katherine Frantsen (Reuter)  
Honorable Mention: Nathan Stanish (Reuter)

Level A 
100% Mason Li (Torkelson)
92% Colin Thompson (Martin) 
Level B
96% Kevin Du (Torkelson)
96% August Treinen (Boyle)
94% Mikayla Hiner (Martin)
92% Helen Peng(Torkelson)
92% Katherine Stanish (Riddle)
90% Ethan Boyle (Torkelson)
90% Catalina Westendorf  (Boyle) 
Level C
100% Cedric Liu (Torkelson)
98% Summer Lim (Torkelson)

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
98% Emily Lorenzen (Braaten-Reuter)
98% Jessica Treinen (Boyle)
96% Nyle Vallem (Reuter)
92% Gabriel Hiner (Martin)
90% Karis Lippert (Riddle) 
Level D 
98% Kimi Du (Torkelson)
98% Mindy Li (Torkelson)
96% Chaylie Lippert (Reuter)
94% Elizabeth Stanish (Riddle)
94% Dino Vallem (Reuter)
90% Carmen Ortiz (Buseman) 

Level E
100% Ian Lewis (Reuter)
98% Alex Guo (Torkelson)
98% Phoebe Thrall (Torkelson)
96% Preston Atkins (Torkelson)
92% Emma Scherrer (Buseman)
Level F
100% Nathan Stanish (Reuter)
98% Astoria Chao (Torkelson)
94% Katherine Frantsen (Reuter)
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held January 26, 2019 at St. John Lutheran Church, Storm Lake 
Chair: Jeanette Hinkeldey          Adjudicator: Mary Goetsch

Held February 2, 2019 at Graceland College
Chair: Rachel McCoy & local committee          Adjudicator: Paula Forrest

SLAMTA (STORM LAKE)

LAMONI/OSCEOLA

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level C
Winner: Helen Wobbema (Winterhof)
Level D 
Winner: Simon Carlson (Hinkeldey)

Level F
Winner: Timothy Pobanz (Perry)

Level C
Winner: Cecilia McDonald 
(Robinson)  
Alternate: Abby Neely (Robinson)  
Honorable Mention:  
Elaina Labertew (Robinson) 

Level D 
92% Simon Carlson (Hinkeldey)

Level C
98% Elaina Labertew (Robinson)
90% Jaenelle Bryant (Selby) 
90% Abby Neely (Robinson)
90% Teryn Shields (McCoy) 

Level A 
Winner: Connor Riner (Winterhof)  
1st Alternate: Danica Dreith (Kleespies) 
Level B
Winner: Collin Dreith (Kleespies)

Level A 
Winner: Rachel Dee (Goodrich)  
Alternate: David Dee (Goodrich)  
Honorable Mention: Aiden Nguyen  
(Goodrich) 
Level B
Winner: Michael Neely (Robinson)  
Alternate: Luke Miller (Robinson)

Level B
94% Kellen Kinkade (Kleespies)
92% Thomas Stangl (Kleespies)

Level A 
96% David Dee (Goodrich)
96% Rachel Dee (Goodrich) 
Level B
94% Camryn Overton (Robinson)
92% Moyra Hicks (McCoy) 

Level D 
Winner: Nate Gerber (Selby)  
Alternate: Hannah Price (Selby) 
Level F
Winner: Emma Konrad (Robinson)

Level D 
96% Josh Coffman (Goodrich)
94% Nate Gerber (Selby) 
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held February 2, 2019 at NIACC 
Chair: Gail Morris          Adjudicators: Judy Dixon, Elise Davidson

MASON CITY

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Cooper Ketelsen (Daoud)  
Winner: Arman Nikoueiha (Dieterichs)  
1st Alternate: Anya Frenchick (Daoud) 
2nd Alternate: Leah Gerrietts (Pohlman)  
Honorable Mention: Daynan Conway (Haacke)  
Honorable Mention: Aubrey Lingbeek (Daoud) 
Level B
Winner: Angel Jiang (Allison)  
Winner: Tyler Petree (Dieterichs)  
1st Alternate: Finley Nyhus (Pohlman)  
2nd Alternate: Gavin Mueller (Morris)  
Honorable Mention: Lindsay Clouse (Kuns)  
Honorable Mention: Blake Hoeft (Hoffman) 

Level C
Winner: Maggie Gerrietts (Pohlman)  
Alternate: Ishnoor Kaur (Pohlman)  
Honorable Mention: Hayden Heyer (Hoffman) 
Level D 
Winner: Anna Floden (Allison)  
Alternate: Elisabeth Carlsson (Allison)  
Honorable Mention: Justin Heyer (Hoffman)

Level A 
98% Samantha Clouse (Kuns)
96% Anya Frenchick (Daoud)
96% Arman Nikoueiha (Dieterichs)
92% Leah Gerrietts (Pohlman)
90% Olivia Gansen (Pohlman) 
Level B
94% Renatte Gorshe (Morris)
94% Andrew Hall (Morris)
94% Gavin Mueller (Morris)
94% Finley Nyhus (Pohlman)
92% Blake Hoeft (Hoffman)
90% Lindsay Clouse (Kuns)
90% Angel Jiang (Allison)
90% Tyler Petree (Dieterichs) 

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level C
100% Maggie Gerrietts (Pohlman)
98% Ishnoor Kaur (Pohlman)
94% Kjersten Ouverson (Kuns)
90% Jenna Marchand (Stadtlander) 
Level D 
100% Justin Heyer (Hoffman)
96% Gabe Mueller (Morris)
94% Stacie Zimmerman (Hoffman)
92% Anna Floden (Allison)
90% Kaelyn Sigler (Haacke) 
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held February 2, 2019 at St. Ambrose College 
Chair: Roberta Quist, Co-Chair: Anita Hudson
Adjudicators: Sue Hudson, NCTM, Diane Smith, NCTM, Doris Swanson, NCTM, Joan Trapp

QCMTA QUAD CITIES

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Sage Carney (Quist)  
Winner: Sarah Foad (Basham)  
1st Alternate: Zander Panek (Basham))  
2nd Alternate: Chase O’Connor (Basham)  
Honorable Mention: Rowen DeKeyzer (Basham)  
Honorable Mention: Kamran Foad (Basham)  
Honorable Mention: Jack Kresowik (Kroeger)  
Honorable Mention: Carter Luszczyk (Basham)  
Honorable Mention: Nathan Nelson (Basham)  
Honorable Mention: Madeline O’Malley
(Allebach)  
Honorable Mention: Annabelle Pettersen (Quist)  
Honorable Mention: Claire Pfeiffer (Basham) 
Level B
Winner: Sophia Foad (Basham)  
Winner: Ben Xing (Quist)  
1st Alternate: Sabrina Richards (Quist)  
2nd Alternate: Zach McMann (Quist)  
Honorable Mention: Evan Baker (Basham)  
Honorable Mention: Whitney Cozad (Basham)  
Honorable Mention: Martin DeKeyzer (Basham) 
Honorable Mention: Sara Johnson (Quist)  
Honorable Mention: Eliana Kulig (Basham)  
Honorable Mention: Meg Saskowski (Quist) 
Level C
Winner: Molly Isaacson (Quist)  
Winner: Annaka Johnson (Quist) 
1st Alternate: Mason Neil (Kroeger)  

Level A 
100% Jack Kresowik (Kroeger)
100% Madeline O’Malley (Allebach)
100% Annabelle Pettersen (Quist)
98% Paige McMann (Quist)
96% Sage Carney (Quist)
94% Zander Panek (Basham)
92% Kamran Foad (Basham)
92% Nathan Nelson (Basham)
92% Claire Pfeiffer (Basham)
90% Chase O’Connor (Basham) 

2nd Alternate: Landon Potts (Crumbleholme)  
Honorable Mention: Julianne Binto (Allebach) 
Honorable Mention: Charlotte Brown (Sessler)  
Honorable Mention: Achinteya Jayaram
(Crumbleholme)  
Honorable Mention: Paige Johnson (Quist)  
Honorable Mention: Timothy Ku (Lee)  
Honorable Mention: Kathryn Mahl (Allebach)  
Honorable Mention: Hannah Mohr
(Crumbleholme)  
Honorable Mention: Nikhil Ramaraju (Basham)  
Honorable Mention: Rachel Sorensen (Kroeger)  
Honorable Mention: Lucas Zaehringer (Sessler) 
Level D 
Winner: Philpher Lin (Lee)  
Winner: Connor McMann (Quist)  
1st Alternate: Calum Sommer (Crumbleholme)  
2nd Alternate: Tina Olson (Crumbleholme)  
Honorable Mention: Isabelle Conway (Schmidt)  
Honorable Mention: Sophie Utsinger (Kroeger) 
Level E
Winner: Sarah Eckert (Quist)  
Winner: Maggie Pope (Johansen)  
1st Alternate: Allison Suen (Lee)  
2nd Alternate: Alexander Xiao (Quist)
Level F
Winner: Christina Li (Quist)  
1st Alternate: Serina Daniels (Allebach)

Level B
100% Zach McMann (Quist)
98% Whitney Cozad (Basham)
98% Riana Daniels (Crumbleholme)
98% Sophia Foad (Basham)
96% Martin DeKeyzer (Basham)
96% Sabrina Richards (Quist)
96% Meg Saskowski (Quist)
94% Evan Baker (Basham)
94% Ben Xing (Quist)
92% William Davidson (Quist) 

92% Sara Johnson (Quist)
90% Vamsi Challa (Basham)
90% Caleb Schrader (Allebach) 
Level C
100% Paige Johnson (Quist)
100% Kathryn Mahl (Allebach)
98% Julianne Binto (Allebach)
98% Lucas Zaehringer (Sessler)
96% Molly Isaacson (Quist)
96% Nikhil Ramaraju (Basham)
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held February 2, 2019 at Fort Dodge, St. Olaf Lutheran Church 
Chair: Tiffany Mayall          Adjudicators: Timothy LaFleur

FORT DODGE/HUMBOLDT

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Ava Mei Campbell (Vande Zande)  
Alternate: Joel Schroeder (Benson) 
Level B
Winner: Ellie Lemmenes (Naeve)  
Alternate: Madelyn Farley (Benson)   
Honorable Mention: Ava Binkley (Benson)   
Honorable Mention: Lacey Larson (Altemeier)  
Honorable Mention: Morgan Mayall (Mayall)  
Honorable Mention: Grace Rider (Vande Zande) 
Level C
Winner: Elizabeth Greenfield (Naeve)  
Alternate: Jordan Kahl (Naeve)  

Honorable Mention: Sydney Oswald (Vande Zande)
Honorable Mention: John Sorenson (Goetsch) 
Level D 
Winner: Chloe Mayall (Mayall)  
Alternate: Mary Greenfield (Naeve)  
Honorable Mention: Cami Skow (Naeve) 
Level E
Winner: Nathan Rethwisch (Altemeier)  
Alternate: Clay Willadsen (Vande Zande)
Level F
Winner: Emily Willadsen (Vande Zande)

Level A 
94% Ava Mei Campbell  
(Vande Zande)
94% Joel Schroeder (Benson) 
Level B
100% Ava Binkley (Benson)
100% Madelyn Farley (Benson)
98% Ellie Lemmenes (Naeve)
96% Grace Rider (Vande Zande)
94% Taylor Willardson (Benson)
92% Lacey Larson (Altemeier)
90% Jake Sorenson (Goetsch) 

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level C
98% John Sorenson (Goetsch)
96% Carly Appel (Vande Zande)
96% Elizabeth Greenfield (Naeve)
96% Sydney Oswald (Vande Zande)
94% Jordan Kahl (Naeve)
90% Karch Smith (Altemeier) 
Level D 
96% Allison Oswald (Vande Zande)
94% Jayden Gardipee (Benson)
94% Cami Skow (Naeve)
92% Chloe Mayall (Mayall) 

Level E
94% Nathan Rethwisch (Altemeier)
94% Clay Willadsen (Vande Zande)
Level F
98% Emily Willadsen (Vande Zande)
92% Tyler Geopfert (Vande Zande)

QCMTA QUAD CITIES
THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level C cond.
96% Asia Stern (Johansen)
94% Achinteya Jayaram (Crumbleholme)
94% Annaka Johnson (Quist)
94% Mason Neil (Kroeger)
94% Landon Potts (Crumbleholme)
94% Sophia Ramaraju (Basham)
94% Rachel Sorensen (Kroeger)
92% Ethan Blomme (Schmidt)

Level D 
96% Connor McMann (Quist)
94% Nathan Hummel (Allebach)
94% Philpher Lin (Lee)
92% Calum Sommer (Crumbleholme)
92% Keval Wagher (Crumbleholme)
90% Xin-Yan Chan (Mears)
90% Parker Paulson (Basham)
90% Sophie Utsinger (Kroeger)

Level E
96% Jennifer Mahl (Allebach)
96% Anna Senjem (Allebach)
96% Logan Van Itallie (Allebach)
94% Emily Johnson (Quist)
90% Alexander Xiao (Quist)
Level F
90% Serina Daniels (Allebach)
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held February 3, 2019 at University Of Iowa Voxman Music Building 
Chair: Jason Sifford, Co-Chair: Feilin Lin
Adjudicators: Sean Botkin, Dr. Richard Steinbach, Kay Basham, Dr. Sharon Jensen

ECMTA IOWA CITY

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level A1 
Winner: Serah Song (Landowski)  
Winner: Stellah Verry (Chapman)  
1st Alternate: Ghaon Kim (Cha)  
2nd Alternate: Sofie Kelleher (Landowski)  
Honorable Mention: Gabriel Bales (Cha)  
Honorable Mention: Rena Egashira (Cha)  
Honorable Mention: Camille Hayes (Thomas)  
Honorable Mention: David Ounda (Richard) 
Level A2
Winner: Momo Shinozaki (Sifford)  
Alternate: Serene Song (Landowski)  
Honorable Mention: Kazu Goto (Kubota)  
Honorable Mention: Theo Williams (Cree) 
Honorable Mention: Kyros Wu (Landowski)  
Honorable Mention: Spencer Wu (Cree) 
Level B1
Winner: Alma Bhandary-Narayanan (Cree)  
Winner: Erin Chen (Christman)  
1st Alternate: Renee Zhang (Cha)  
2nd Alternate: Lily Nibaur (Chapman)  
Honorable Mention: Abigail Chen (Kubota)  
Honorable Mention: Tadamichi Goto (Kubota)  
Honorable Mention: Emma Horak (Runaas)  
Honorable Mention: Carolin Feng Liu (Christman)
Level B2 
Winner: Shanza Sami (Michaelson)   
Winner: Madison Verry (Chapman) 
1st Alternate: Isaac Habenicht (Johnson)  
2nd Alternate: Daniel Ounda (Richard)  
Honorable Mention: Greyson Reed (Chapman)  
Honorable Mention: Tommy June Simmons (Cree)

Level A1 
98% David Ounda (Richard)
98% Alina Zheng (Landowski)
96% Sofie Kelleher (Landowski)
92% Gabriel Bales (Cha)
92% Taco loeb (Cha)
90% Jonathan Rice (Cha) 

Level C1
Winner: Claire Lawler (Johnson)  
Winner: Gianna Liu (Lin)  
1st Alternate: Risa Egashira (Cha)  
2nd Alternate: Kodi Moeller (Schiller)  
Honorable Mention: Keira Cromwell (Kubota)  
Honorable Mention: Abby Guo (Cree)
Level C2
Winner: Julia Ke (Kubota)  
Winner: Erin Partridge (Cree)  
1st Alternate: Liam Venzke (Cree)  
2nd Alternate: Brynn McCloskey (Cha)  
Honorable Mention: Kevin Flannery (Runaas)  
Honorable Mention: Delaney Jacobi (Sifford)  
Honorable Mention: Jozsef  Polyak (Cree)  
Honorable Mention: Quinton Tran (Cree)
Level D
Winner: Callista Robertson (Christman)  
Winner: Kento Sugiyama (Lin)  
1st Alternate: Elaine Dai (Lin)  
2nd Alternate: Liao Zhu (Christman)  
Honorable Mention: Andrew Chen (Kubota)  
Honorable Mention: Kate Qian (Lin)
Level E
Winner: Hanae Matsumoto (Kubota)  
Alternate: Thomas Pierce (Kubota)  
Honorable Mention: Adrian Bostian (Christman)
Level F
Winner: Jonathan Chen (Lin)  
Winner: Daniel Stewart (Lin)  
1st Alternate: Joseph Wan (Nosikova)  
2nd Alternate: John Flannery (Runaas)  
Honorable Mention: Heidi Du (Kwok)  
Honorable Mention: Miranda Feng (Nosikova)

Level A2
100% Momo Shinozaki (Sifford)
100% Serene Song (Landowski)
100% Theo Williams (Cree)
100% Spencer Wu (Cree)
98% William Shey (Cree)
98% Mattisen Sirucek (Brummitt)
96% Kyros Wu (Landowski) 

Level B1
96% Alma Bhandary-Narayanan (Cree)
96% Tadamichi Goto (Kubota)
94% Carolin Feng Liu (Christman)
92% Erin Chen (Christman)
90% Abigail Chen (Kubota) 
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ECMTA IOWA CITY
THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held February 2, 2019 at Loras College 
Chair: Sharon Jensen          Adjudicators: Nancy Cree

DUBUQUE

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Thomas Noonan (Jensen)
Level B
Winner: Will Houselog (Appleby)  
Alternate: Lauryn McManus (Appleby) 
Honorable Mention: Randen McManus  
(Appleby)  
Honorable Mention: Scarlett Meier (Appleby) 

Level C
Winner: Noah Rolwes (Jensen) 
Alternate: Anna Van Otterloo (Jensen)  
Honorable Mention: Alex DeWitt (Jensen)
Level D 
Winner: Jacob Noonan (Jensen)  
Alternate: Zack Noonan (Jensen)  
Honorable Mention: Jonathan Hill (Jensen) 

Level A 
100% Thomas Noonan (Jensen) 
Level B
96% Will Houselog (Appleby)
96% Randen McManus (Appleby)

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level C
100% Anna Van Otterloo (Jensen)
98% Noah Rolwes (Jensen)
92% Alex DeWitt (Jensen)
Level D 
98% Jonathan Hill (Jensen)
96% Zack Noonan (Jensen)
92% Adam Gatto (Appleby) 

Level E
100% Nicole Johnson (Jensen)
90% Gabriella Disch (Jensen)
Level F
94% Danielle Dadisman (Jensen)

Level E
Winner: Nicole Johnson (Jensen)
Level F
Winner: Danielle Dadisman  
(Jensen)

Level B2
100% Isaac Habenicht (Johnson)
96% Tommy June Simmons (Cree)
94% Nia McCloskey (Cha)
94% Lilian Rantanen (Hernstrom)
94% Shanza Sami (Michaelson)
92% Mary Joyce (Hoth)
90% Greyson Reed (Chapman) 
Level C1
100% Risa Egashira (Cha)
98% Ada Gilchrist (Cree)
98% Abby Guo (Cree)
98% Claire Lawler (Johnson)
90% Abrie Asay (Hoth)
90% Keira Cromwell (Kubota)
Level C2
100% Erin Partridge (Cree)
100% Quinton Tran (Cree)

100% Liam Venzke (Cree)
98% Brynn McCloskey (Cha)
98% Jozsef  Polyak (Cree)
96% Delaney Jacobi (Sifford)
94% Paige Davis (Chapman)
92% Kevin Flannery (Runaas)
92% Julia Ke (Kubota)
Level D
100% Callista Robertson (Christman)
98% Olivia Heyne (Chapman)
98% Savanna Josephson (Cree)
98% Sierra Josephson (Cree)
98% Kate Qian (Lin)
96% Aditi Borde (Chapman)
94% Liao Zhu (Christman)
92% Matthew Blake (Sifford)
92% Andrew Chen (Kubota)
92% Bryson Grove (Sifford)

92% Jesse Hausknecht-Brown (Cree)
90% Kento Sugiyama (Lin)
Level E
100% Adrian Bostian (Christman)
98% Paul Cornell (Cree)
96% Hanae Matsumoto (Kubota)
Level F
100% Austen Mattingly (Cree)
100% Joseph Wan (Nosikova)
100% William Zhang (Lecuona)
98% Jonathan Chen (Lin)
98% John Flannery (Runaas)
94% Daniel Stewart (Lin)
90% Miranda Feng (Nosikova)
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ast September, when IMTA requested copies of  the By-Laws of  all State locals, my 
first thought was, “what by-laws!?” When I asked others in our group who had joined 
before I did about the By-Laws, they couldn’t remember our having by-laws either. So, 

I wrote Sharon Jensen, IMTA Local Associations Chair, asking for the email addresses of  
presidents of  small locals like mine (with nine teachers), thinking that we smaller locals 
would have similar struggles that might benefit from exchanging ideas with each other. 

Sharon sent me the directory listing of  all the presidents of  all the locals. Without knowing 
the membership numbers of  any locals, I sent a note to 13 presidents (I didn’t mail to 
CRMTA because I didn’t have the new President information) and asked four questions: 

1.  How many members do you have in your local?

2.  How many members participate in Festivals and Auditions?

3.  Does your local have a constitution or By-Laws? (my true reason for writing!)

4.  What is the biggest challenge facing your local?

Within a week or two, I received NINE replies (64%) and divided them in Small, Medium, 
and Large Associations. Here is a table showing the answers to the first three questions:

IMTA LOCAL SURVEY

*This survey was mailed out just after local associations were told to submit by-laws.  
Most associations have complied.

Virginia Garnjobst
SEIMTA President

Association Size # Members Festival Auditions By-laws*
SMALL 4 4 4 ??
1-10 members 5 0 3 Yes

5 5 5 No
7 3 3 No
9 0 4 No

MEDIUM 11 0 7 No
10-20 members 13 13 13 Yes

15 9 13 Yes
LARGE
20 or more members

26 10 15 Yes

L

SMALL:  
5 Associations

DBQMTA
SEIMTA
SIMTA

SIOUXLAND
SLAMTA

MEDIUM:  
4 Associations

FDMTA
MTNI

QCMTA
SWIMTA

LARGE:  
5 Associations

CRMTA
DMMTA
ECMTA
MTCI

NAMTA
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Here are the written responses to the  
fourth question:

What is the biggest challenge facing  
your local?

“We have tried to meet regularly, but we meet 
exactly twice yearly, at Festival and Auditions. 
All our correspondence is by email. Some-
times, we see each other at musical events 
and recitals. We just can’t fit another meeting 
into our schedules.”

“Our biggest challenge is scheduling. We’d love 
to meet more than quarterly, and we’d love 
to have presentations. As it is, we just have 
business meetings and have informal discus-
sions when we meet.” 

“Following these state requirements. Not 
enough people to do the things we have to 
do, and the same few people do it all. We 
travel 30-50 miles for a meeting.”

“The challenge is to have sufficient 
membership to be viable. There’s a Federated 
Music Club in the area, and those teachers 
think IMTA events are ‘too demanding’ 
for their students. We are separated by 
significant distance—some 60 miles to a 
central location. Meeting regularly is not 
feasible. We communicate by email and meet 
at Auditions.”

“Adding members to our roll. We hold monthly 
meetings to discuss challenges.”

“Getting new members to join.”

“Recruiting new members”

“Gaining new members”

There are some consistencies in the responses 
from Small associations. Four of  the five 
struggle to meet even once or twice a year—
at Festival and Auditions. Communication is 
primarily by email; only one group had by-
laws; they are frustrated by what the state 
keeps asking them to do, and they travel long 

distances—30-60 miles whenever they meet. 
One group said they struggle to even be 
viable. Two associations do not host Festivals.

Of  the three Medium-sized and the one 
Large association that replied, ALL of  them 
said their “biggest challenge is recruiting new 
members!” Only one Medium group didn’t 
have by-laws; all the rest did, as did the Large 
group. The groups meet regularly—7 or 8 
times a year. 

I would guess that officers are changed out 
every two years, which is not always possible 
in smaller associations.

President’s Update:
Thanks to Virginia for her fine work. As mandated by 
MTNA, all affiliates must file bylaws. Changes to bylaws 
must be approved and filed through the state board. Locals 
are not required to define term limits, but MTNA states 
there must be a formal discussion and election process 
annually. Small locals may vote by private ballot even if  
the same members continue their service.  

We encourage small locals to hold IMTA festivals and 
auditions when possible. MTNA offers the e-festival for 
more rural areas. Inspire your less active teachers and their 
students to become more engaged.  Each one of  us must 
be accountable for recruiting and mentoring new members. 
Our profession depends on it!

All of  our active locals have officially submitted bylaws as 
of  January 1, 2019. As a state, we can only fortify your 
numbers through activities and services. Regardless of  your 
association scope, there will always be leaders and followers. 
Each local is a pillar of  IMTA and we continue to 
provide opportunities in all areas for all teachers and 
students. IMTA benefits are available no matter where 
you reside!

Cyndie Caruth, IMTA President 

Thank you 
to the 
respondents  
of this survey!

A September survey takes a dive into local association partcipation in 
festivals and auditions and some of the challenges the groups face.
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COMMUNITY
The personal attention of a liberal 
arts education combined with the 
metropolitan location of Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, provides access to 
unique real-world experiences and 
extensive concert, internship and 
student teaching opportunities.

DEPTH OF STUDY
Students can choose between  
the professional preparation  
of the Bachelor of Music degree  
and the flexibility to double major 
with the Bachelor of Arts in  
Music degree.

SHOWCASING  
YOUR TALENT
Perform as a soloist, in chamber 
music or with one of Coe’s diverse 
musical ensembles for audiences 
from Cedar Rapids to Nashville, 
Costa Rica to Prague, Scotland  
to Shanghai.

PERFORMANCE  
OPPORTUNITIES
• Chamber Music
• Chorale
• Concert Band
• Concert Choir
• Handbell Ensemble
• Jazz Ensemble
• Musical Theatre
• Solo Performance
• Symphony Orchestra
• Vocal Jazz Ensemble

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS
Auditions for full-tuition awards 
are available to music majors, with 
renewable scholarships ranging 
up to $4,000 open to all students.

Music  
               MM

Experience

M               M               M at Coe

Go to www.coe.edu/music
to learn more.

  Coe Music
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Thank you to the valued partners of IMTA 
Augustana College 

Briar Cliff University 
Central College 

Clarke University 
Coe College

Drake University 
FJH Publishing, Inc. 

Graceland University 
Grand View University 
Iowa State University 

Keys to Excellence, Nicholas Roth 
Luther College 

Morningside College 
Premier Piano Service 

Rieman Music 
Simpson College 

St. Ambrose University 
University of Iowa 

University of Northern Iowa 
Waldorf University 

West Music 
Please click on the links at the bottom of the  

iamta.org homepage to discover more about scholarship 
programs, events and opportunities offered by your  

local music stores, colleges, universities and publishers. 
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MUSIC AT AUGUSTANA
Pianist Dr. Juliana Han joins the faculty of Augustana College in Rock 
Island, Ill., as Assistant Professor of Music in the areas of piano and  
musicianship. A concert pianist and active chamber musician who has  
performed in noted venues across the world, Dr. Han received her D.M.A.  
and M.M. in Collaborative Piano from The Juilliard School after a diverse 
career and degrees from both Harvard College and Harvard Law School. 

For more information on music degrees, areas of study, scholarship audition dates, and 
scheduling a campus tour, please visit: www.augustana.edu
Music scholarships – $1,000-$4,000 annually for students of any major
Carl B. Nelson Music Education Bonus Scholarship – $500 additional scholarships annually 
for students majoring in music education
Augie Choice – $2,000 to support hands-on learning, such as international study, research 
or an internship. 

Augustana College Department of Music 
639 38th Street, Rock Island, IL 61201-2296
800-798-8100 x7233
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Charlie Schmidt
imtafoundation@gmail.com

| FOUNDATION NEWS |

IMTA Foundation Chair

ello once again from your Foundation 
Chair. Have you ever considered 
donating to MTNA through a planned 

gift? The Legacy Society is one such way to 
do so. What is planned giving? Simply put, 
planned giving is using assets, not disposable 
income as gifts to an organization. These 
often times come from wills, but also can 
come from life insurance, charitable gift 
annuities, or other forms. What’s more, is that 
through consultation with a financial advisor, 
these gifts come with little impact on loved 

Connie Danielson

Connie Danielson, NCTM 
served as Iowa President 
from 1985 to 1987.

During her nearly 60 year 
teaching career, she taught 
hundreds of  students and 
mentored many successful 
teachers in Iowa. She 
served as an adjudicator 
for the Iowa Music 
Teachers Association, 

and the National Guild of  Piano Teachers. Connie 
served on the National Certification Board shares 
responsibility for the high percentage of  certified 
members in the state of  Iowa. Connie was still 
teaching at the time of  her death at 93.

ones and provide tax relief  for the giver. This 
giving is what helps keep MTNA financially 
sound for the future. Named endowments are 
also possible by donating $20,000 or more and 
bear the name of  the donor.

For more information, please contact the 
MTNA Foundation Fund at (888) 512-5278, 
or mtnafoundation@mtna.org for more 
information about the Legacy Society. As 
always, thank you for your continued support.

REMEMBERING CONNIE DANIELSON  
IMTA 2019 Foundation Fellow

Connie was awarded the IMTA Distinguished 
Service Award in 1987 and IMTA Certified Teacher 
of  the year in 1995. We honor the memory of  
Connie Danielson and the positive impact she had 
on the Iowa Music Teachers organization.

The Foundation Fellow is awarded to exceptional 
members who strive to contribute to their 
community, local, state and national associations 
through volunteerism and the pursuit of  excellence.

Iowa is pleased to honor the memory of  Connie 
Danielson, NCTM as the 2019 Iowa Foundation 
Fellow at the MTNA Gala in Spokane, WA on 
March 18, 2019.

H

CONSIDER GIVING THROUGH 
A PLANNED GIFT
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50
In 1969, while living in Eagle Grove, 
IA, I was encouraged by members 
of  the Central Iowa Piano Teachers 
Association to join MTNA/ IMTA. 
Connie Danielson of  Ellsworth, IA 
convinced me to become nationally 
certified. Helene Dockendorff  of  
Pella, Marilee Mertens, and Ella 
Marten of  Ames influenced me to 
take an active part on the IMTA 
State Board. I served as an Iowa 
Music Teachers Association State 
Conference chair at Central College 
in Pella, while we lived in Oskaloosa, 
IA. As Local Association Chair 
for the IMTA, local associations 
were founded in south central Iowa 
including Lamoni, Oskaloosa, and in 
the Mason City area. 

My husband’s banking employment 
resulted in several moves. I opened 
home music studios in six different 
Iowa communities. As an IMTA 
member, my students successfully 
participated in the IMTA Auditions 
and Festivals. In 1984, I returned to 
public school teaching: elementary/ 
middle school general music, middle 
school instrumental and high school 
vocal in several Iowa and Minnesota 
schools.

We moved to Minnesota in 1993. I 
have operated music studios in Red 
Wing and Rochester, MN, teaching 
piano, voice and flute. In Minnesota, 
my students have participated in 

ensemble festivals, contests, and piano exams. 
I have been an exam and contest judge. After 
retiring from public school teaching, I continue 
to teach piano students of  all ages in Rochester. 
My students also participate in the Southeast 
Minnesota Federation Festival, where I serve 
on the Festival committee. I studied pipe 

Zoe Ann Abrahamson & Lois Nassen  
recognized at MNTA Conference

GOLDEN YEARS OF MUSIC

organ and served as the church organist in a 
number of  churches. For ten years I chaired 
the Southeast Minnesota American Guild of  
Organists Student Scholarship Competition. 

I have attended many MTNA National and 
state Conferences. I continue to maintain 
my IMTA membership, to support your 
fine efforts, and to be connected with the 
wonderful friends I have made in the past fifty 
years. In gratitude for the training I received 
in college, and for the support of  MTNA 
teachers in the profession, I have endowed a 
graduate scholarship in piano pedagogy at the 
University of  Northern Iowa.

Zoe Ann Abrahamson NCTM

Zoe Ann Abrahamson, NCTM

Lois Nassen, NCTM

Zoe Ann Abrahamson, NCTM

Lois Nassen, NCTM

On March 20, 2019, I received a very 
special award from Music Teachers National 
Association for being a member for fifty 
years! My story is a “rags to riches “ piano 
teacher’s dream. I graduated from the 
University of  Northern Iowa (then called 
Iowa State Teachers College) in 1958 with 
a degree in Elementary Education and I 
taught 4th grade for five years. I had taken 
piano lessons through high school and also in 
college. I married my high school sweetheart, 
Ken Nassen, and moved to a small Iowa farm. 
I spent some of  my meager teacher’s salary 
on a new Story and Clark console and started 
teaching the neighbor children, not having any 
idea what I was doing! During the next years, 
my two daughters, Kathy and Cindy, (both 
music graduates of  UNI and Kathy also has 
a Master of  Music degree from the University 
of  St. Thomas in Minneapolis), were born 
and when Kathy was 6 years old, both she and 
I began piano study with Connie Danielson, a 
fine Iowa MTA teacher of  long standing who 

| IOWANS RECOGNIZED AT MNTA CONFERENCE |
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only lived about 20 miles away. She also happened to be on 
the very first National Certification Board of  MTNA, whose 
members carefully crafted the first national certification exam! 
She was a wonderful teacher and mentor for me and inspired 
me to study for the new Certification by Exam program. I had 
joined IMTA/MTNA in 1969 and in 1972 I was the 2nd person 
in the United States to pass the exam and become certified by 
this new method. Up until this time, you had to have a degree in 
music to become certified. I gave a complete college level recital 
(memorized) for two Drake University professors. It included 
two complete Bach Preludes and Fugues, a complete Mozart 
Sonata K. 284, Chopin’s Etude op 25, no. 1, Liszt’s Un Sospiro, 
Debussy’s Arabesque no. 1, a Bartok Bulgarian Dance no. 6, 
and most of  a book of  Tcherepnin Bagatelles. I also studied 
for and passed extensive exams on Theory, Music History and 
Literature, and Pedagogy.

And that truly launched my career! It gave me much more self- 
confidence, both personally and professionally. I attended every 
IMTA Conference and workshop, and began to attend MTNA 
Conferences as well, always bringing home some musical 
nuggets for my students. I read the Iowa Music Teacher and 
the American Music Teacher magazines from cover to cover. 
I also started entering my students in Auditions and Festivals. 
The very  first year, they received two II’s and a III. Now, some 
teachers may have receded into their studios in defeat but I 
was absolutely excited to learn new ideas from the judge’s 
comments. The very next year, I had a District Winner and 
from that year to the year I stopped entering students I had 
District Winners every single year for about 45 years! Many 
of  my students were named State Winners as well. What was 
so wonderful was the growth for ME, the teacher, as well as 
great learning experiences for the students. I owe any and all 
professional success in my career to Connie Danielson, IMTA/
MTNA and the incredible association with their members and 
also, to a tremendous God-given drive to “be the best that I can 
be”. I used this philosophy all the time with my students as they 
prepared for each new musical adventure, be it a recital, festival, 
auditions or other contest, scholarship audition, playing for 
church, school, nursing homes, etc. Because of  this philosophy, 
I was privileged to grow personally, spiritually, professionally, 
and above all, musically. 

The majority of  my students participated in Festivals and 
Auditions. I have had State winners, Alternate winners, and 
Honorable Mentions in every age level A through F. I have had 
Elementary and High School winners in the IMTA Composition 
contest with one High School student chosen Alternate Winner 
at Division. Several students have done some serious composing 
with one student gaining national recognition composing for 
high school and college choirs. Many of  my students teach 
privately, in elementary and high school music programs with 
several at the college level. Many students have been church 
musicians, school accompanists, and jazz band pianists. 

My greatest accomplishment is achieving a level of  teaching so 
that I could offer all ages of  students high quality lessons to 

develop their talent to the highest degree. My goal was always 
to take them from the point where they enter my studio as far 
as humanly possible by the time they go on to the next phase 
of  their lives. Some specific IMTA/MTNA accomplishments 
were to start the Independent Music Teachers Forum in Iowa 
after I had attended the inaugural meeting of  this group at the 
Philadelphia conference in 1971 or 72. As newly appointed 
Iowa chair, I served on the Executive Board and began a 
special series of  sessions at each IMTA conference known as 
the IMTF Breakfasts. We had a pertinent topic for independent 
teachers at each session which were designed to teach and 
encourage independent teachers. Gradually, through the years, 
the breakfast sessions continued but all IMTA members were 
urged to attend. One thing I worked on as IMTF chair was to 
try to get the state to recognize piano study for high school 
credit and allow students to be released during the day to have 
lessons. I did get my local school to do this for a time, but 
it was never accepted state-wide. Next, I took over the State 
Certification Chairmanship, a position I held for over 10 
years. I had certification meetings and displays of  certification 
materials at each conference. One display was entitled “Certified 
Celebrities” whereupon I contacted well known musicians, 
composers, etc. who I knew were certified and had them write a 
short story about why they thought certification was important. 
These stories along with their pictures, were a great hit. State 
certification pins became a reality during my chairmanship. We 
had 4 levels of  State Certification in those days and the pin was 
issued at the first level. I became known as the Certification 
Cheerleader! I attended all the MTNA conference certification 
sessions during those years and continued to serve on the 
Executive Board in that capacity. Next, I became the State 
Theory Chair for about 10 years, being part of  a three teacher 
team which completely revised and revamped our state theory 
tests, making them more user friendly, accessible, practical, and 
useful as a tool for student growth in the area of  theory and 
ear training. 

After almost 40 continuous years on the IMTA Executive 
Board, I am proud to have been a part of  that important arm 
of  IMTA. I received the first ever IMTA Certified Teacher of  
the Year award and plaque in 1993. I also received the IMTA 
Distinguished Service award in 1995 and my MTNA Permanent 
Professional Certificate in 1997. I was a candidate for MTNA 
Teacher of  the Year in 2009 and was named Iowa Foundation 
Fellow in 2013 at the MTNA conference at Disneyland in 
Anaheim, CA.

I have been a faithful member of  my local association, Music 
Teachers of  Central Iowa located in Ames, IA, for 50 years, 
driving about 80 miles round trip each month to attend. I have 
held all the offices in this group and have given many talks 
and presentations to my local and other local associations 
across Iowa on topics such as repertoire selection, pedaling, 
memorizing, audition preparation, certification, articulation, 
and my favorite “Peter Piper’s Practical Principles for Preparing 
Polished Performances”. On the State level, I have held the 

| IOWANS RECOGNIZED AT MNTA CONFERENCE |



offices of  recording secretary (twice), 
corresponding secretary, member at large 
for two terms, and President in 1995-96. 
I have presented programs or served on 
panels at IMTA state conferences. I also was 
on the planning committee for several state 
conferences. I have served as an adjudicator 
for IMTA Festivals, District Auditions and 
State Auditions a number of  times each year 
for the past 30 years. At the Division level, I 
served two terms, one as recording secretary 
and one as member at large. At the National 
level, I was privileged to be a presenter as a 
member of  a panel at the Miami conference. 
The topic was “Certification”, of  course! 
I have attended more than 25 national 
conferences.

Because I have lived in or near the small 
town of  Hubbard, IA all my life, I have 
had many opportunities to be involved 
in my community. I will list the ones I can 
remember: Church organist for over 55 years, 
taught music in Bible School, sang in a group 
called the Tri-Tones (also played piano) which 
sang for many churches, nursing homes, and 
other central Iowa activities for about 25 
years. ( Our children were the Half-Steps and 
sang with us for years), played solo concerts 
for such benefits as church organ funds, 
other fundraisers, ALS benefit, etc., did most 
of  the accompanying at Solo and Small group 
contest for approximately 8-10 years, played 
for 7 or 8 high school musicals, played almost 
weekly at our local nursing home when my 
parents were there, took my students to play 
at the nursing home at least once a year, I was 
awarded the Governor’s Volunteer Award in 
1986 presented at the state capitol by then 
Gov. Terry Branstad, played for dozens of  
weddings and funerals in my community and 
surrounding communities, serve on the Staff  
Parish Committee and Worship Committee 
at my church, have collected several times 
for the Community Chest, have given talks 
at several high school “Career Days” on the 
profession of  piano teaching, and headed up 
all the music for our centennial celebration 
in 1981. 

Through these 50 golden years, I was blessed 
with an incredibly wonderful and supportive 
husband and two beautiful, talented, and 
tremendously supportive daughters. I love 
them dearly and thank them for their love and 
understanding of  my passion for teaching.

Lois Nassen, NCTM

Continued from previous page

atya Moeller is a violin 
student of  Professor 

Almita Vamos and scholarship 
recipient at the prestigious 
Music Institute of  Chicago 
Academy. She started taking 
violin lessons at the age of  
four at the Preucil School of  
Music in Iowa City. She made 
her orchestra debut with the 
Central Iowa Symphony in 
April 2017, performing Bruch’s 
Second Violin Concerto, and 
was featured twice with the 
University of  Iowa Symphony 
Orchestra performing 
Kreisler’s Tambourin Chinois 
and Sarasate’s Introduction 
and Tarantelle at the newly 
opened Concert Hall of  the 
University of  Iowa School of  
Music. Katya is an experienced performer and has presented numerous 
solo recitals in Iowa, including the Iowa City Early Keyboard Society, 
Washington Library, the Piano Sundays at Old Capitol concert series, and 
several area retirement communities. 

This past summer, Katya attended the Bowdoin International Music 
Festival (Brunswick, ME) and the Semper International Music Festival 
(Italy) where she studied with international faculty and performed solo 
and chamber music. She has participated in several master classes with 
renown musicians and pedagogues, such as Sally O’Reilly (Minneapolis), 
Regina Brandstätter (Vienna), Alexander Brussilovsky (Paris), Vladimir 
Landsman (Montreal), Robin Scott (Rochester), and the Cavani Quartet 
(Cleveland). Recently, Katya competed in several competitions and 
was named a prize-winner at the Schubert Club Student Scholarship 
Competition (Minneapolis), Semper International Music Festival 
Competition in Italy, MTNA West Central Division Junior Strings 
Auditions, Iowa MTNA Junior String Competition, and the Central Iowa 
Symphony Orchestra Concerto competition. During this past school 
year, Katya served as Concert Master for both the Iowa Junior Honors 
Orchestra (Ames) and the Kennedy Honors Orchestra (Cedar Rapids). 
Her upcoming performing engagements include 3 performances with 
the Southeast Iowa Symphony Orchestra in October 2019 and violin/
piano recitals in Brazil, Thailand, Philippines, Singapore, and Hong 
Kong.  Katya enjoys cooking and loves to spend time with her friends 
and family. She is fourteen years old, resides in Coralville, Iowa and is a 
9th grade student at West High School (Iowa City).

Katya’s performance Saturday morning, March 16 at 9:00 accompanied 
by her mother, Ksenia Nosikova.

| IOWANS RECOGNIZED AT MNTA CONFERENCE |

MOELLER FINALIST
IN MTNA JUNIOR 
STRINGS COMPETITION

Katya Moeller

K
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he idea behind the University of  
Iowa Piano Pedagogy Project is 
simple enough: take advantage of  the 

internet to give teachers and students access 
to recordings of  standard teaching repertoire. 
I remember how motivated I felt as a student 
hearing others play the music I was working 
on. In fact, the first piece I recorded for the 
project – Kabalevsky’s Variations in D, Op. 
40#1, was a piece I was inspired to play after 
hearing a fellow student play it for a school 
talent show. I’d already purchased the music at 
my teacher’s request, but it seemed a daunting 
task and I never could find the motivation 
to practice it. Upon hearing Erica play it, I 
became absolutely determined, and a few 
months later, I made it to the double bar.

When Alan and I began the project, we 
expected the videos to be watched by a few 
dozen teachers and their students, mostly 
in preparation for our state Festivals and 
Auditions. We limited ourselves to Levels A-D 
since recordings of  those pieces are often the 
most difficult to find.

A few months ago, it was announced that the 
University of  Iowa Piano Pedagogy Project 
had been selected to receive the 2019 MTNA-
Frances Clark Keyboard Pedagogy Award.

I knew the channel had become popular 
outside of  Iowa and even outside the United 
States. In the early days of  the project, I would 
check our YouTube stats and marvel at finding 
viewers from places like Oregon or France, but 
I had no idea the channel had grown as much 
as it has. As of  February 2019, the channel has 
17,673 subscribers and over 13 million views! 
I cannot begin to describe how completely 
surreal that feels. Over half  a million people 
have watched Alan Huckleberry play the 
Burgmüller Arabesque.

Alan and I will be at the national conference 
in Spokane accepting this award on behalf  

| IOWANS RECOGNIZED AT MNTA CONFERENCE |

SIFFORD AND HUCKLEBERRY 
RECEIVE NATIONAL MTNA  
PEDAGOGY AWARD

of  the project, 
carrying with us 
immense gratitude 
for the members 
of  the Iowa 
Music Teachers 
A s s o c i a t i o n , 
without whom this 
project would ever 
have existed.

Thank you thirteen 
million times 
over. See you on 
YouTube!

Note: Alan and 
Jason’s site can be 
found at: https://www.youtube.com/user/UIPianoPed

T

Jason Sifford and Alan Huckleberry will accept the 2019 MTNA Frances Clark Keyboard 
Pedagogy Award for the University of Iowa Piano Pedagogy Project. In this article written by 
Jason, the project is explained. Below is a screen shot of the You Tube channel.
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From the heart...
Tips and treasures from  
IMTA members and students

Offer a simplified version of  
“Fur Elise” when a student 
asks to play “Furry Lice.”

– Paula Forrest, MTCI

Youngest students need a  
small break to stand up at  
mid-lesson, so they now look 
for a mouse I have and they 
hide it in my studio and the 
next young one looks for it  
and re-hides it.

– John Devlin, MTCI

Recently, one of  my pre-school piano 
students repeatedly forgot to count aloud 
as she was playing a piece during which I’d 
asked her to count aloud. I stopped her 
and said, “Oops! I think your mouth isn’t 
turned on. Try beeping your nose to see 
if  that fixes it.” She stopped obediently, 
touched her nose as I modeled touching 
my nose, and said, “BEEEP!” Amazingly, 
this fixed the problem! Now, when she 
realizes that she isn’t counting aloud when 
asked, she says, “Oops! I forgot to beep 
my nose!” She touches her nose, let’s out 
a resounding, “BEEEP!” and the problem 
is fixed! 

– Pam Sibbel, MTCI

So I’m teaching Danse Brillante by Faber 
to an 8-yr old who is trying to get her little 
fingers to have enough power for the brilliant 
scale high in the piano range. Her hand was 
bouncing up and down so much she could 
hardly stay on the keys, and I reminded 
her that her fingers have to be part of  the 
playing as well. After a couple more tries, 
with her hand still bouncing, I asked her as 
she was playing “do you see how much it is 
bouncing?” to which she responded to her 
hand “Down, Boy!” Still laughing… 

– Anonymous

I wondered how I survived district piano 
auditions after entering far too many 
A-level students. So many of  them were 
scarcely beyond toddler age! I found 
myself  repetitively coaching how to 
remain focused, centered and poised. A 
very pleased mom said she was shocked 
her daughter did remarkably well but 
objected, “she kept wiggling and looking 
at the judge even though we worked 
so hard at home on concentration.  We 
practiced daily looking at our hands, 
thinking through the music, and looking 
at the keyboard.” Mom questioned her 
daughter, “Why were you looking at the 
judge so often after we practiced this?” 
Adorable little 6-year-old Lili defended 
herself, “but Mom, the judge was so, so 
pretty!” Yes, Dr. Janci Bronson, you made 
quite an impression!  

– Cyndie Caruth, DMMTA

After informing a very talented 12-year old 
student that I would be attending the IMTA 
conference next week, he proceeded to ask 
me what went on there. I explained that it 
was my first time, but there will be speakers 
and workshops where I will likely learn some 
teaching tips that I could apply in my studio. 
His comment was “I think you will learn that 
playing Van Halen music is good  
for students”. 

– Jean Hilbert, NAMTA

An email from a studio parent:
Mom: “Jack, this new music ‘Spaceship  
to Mars’ looks really neat.”
Jack: “Yeah, Mom, you won’t believe it!  
This song has those hashtags symbols. 
They’re ‘sharps’. Let me show you what  
to do.”
(Note: Jack is only 8 years old and does not 
use a phone. Mom doesn’t know how he 
found out about ‘hashtags’!) 

– Linda Allebach, QCMTA

Submit your stories 
and teaching tips for 
publication to:

IMTA State Local Associations Chair
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The Perfect Start
   for Note Reading

Short, simple pieces that teach and  
reinforce note reading using a systematic, 
sequential approach. Book 1 covers the 
notes in Middle C Position. Intervals of  
a 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th are introduced.

FJH2082 FJH2108 FJH2150

FJH2218

The Perfect Start
   for Finger Exercises
Sequential exercises that reinforce note  
reading and challenge students to play 
each one in a variety of ways. Icons  
appear above every example and check  
off  boxes provided.

FJH2190 FJH2261

FJH2219

The Perfect Start
   for Solo Playing

Students are encouraged to develop  
artistic style by following the changes in 
dynamics, tempo, pedaling, articulations, 
and octave shifts.

FJH2189 FJH2262www.ThePerfectStartforPiano.com

The FJH Music Company Inc.
2525 Davie Road, Suite 360 • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33317-7424
PHONE: 954-382-6061 • FAX: 954-382-3073 
EMAIL: info@fjhmusic.com • WEBSITE: www.fjhmusic.com Follow us on Facebook         http://www.facebook.com/FJHpiano

The Perfect Start
 by Kevin and Julia Olson

 


  


 


  

THE FJH MUSIC COMPANY INC.

For a complimentary Kevin Olson packet, fill out the form online at: 
www.fjhmusic.com or email info@fjhmusic.com and use promo code: FJH-KOPS-PKT
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Affordable | Experienced | Acclaimed

www.premierpianoservice.com
Sales Inventory Includes Steinway, Baldwin, Mason & Hamlin, Yamaha and Other Top-Tier Pianos 

5% Music Teacher Discount!

• Piano Restora�on

• Pianos for Sale

• Piano Moving 

• Piano Storage

Premier Piano Service
3159 Quonset Ave
Walker, IA 52352

319-934-3556
info@premierpianoservice.com


